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From

beginning
known

as

grows the mighty oak, and from a small
back
in 1851, has developed the institution
away
Northwestern University, which in the fifty years of
an

acorn

its existence has offered to thousands
fitted them to take their
useful citizens.
from the first

untiring

places

Northwestern

day

of its

an

education that has

in the world

was

intelligent and
Methodism, and
lieen fostered by the
as

founded in

organization

has

energj' and liberal donations of

men

and

women

of

that denomination.

Evanston, the pride of all who know her; fostered and de
veloped by the Christian education, peopled by those desirous
of keeping free from all moral leprosy; protected from the curse
of liquor by the University charter and by the enactment of
its own council; the home of learning and the resort of those
seeking knowledge is the home of our chapter and University.
Kissed by Michigan's waves and fanned by prairie breezes we
Her long avenues bordered with wideare proud of her !
spreading elms and maples and grand old oaks, that stood
proud sentinels over Indian Wigwams in the past; her streets
bordered with parks and walks that run by unfenced lawns, tell
The campus by the shore is
of freedom and peaceful security.
a grove of massive oaks, amid which stand the noble
buildings
�
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the

of the

rainbow.

Winding along the beach, by the jaunty boatsaving station, skirting the campus, runs the
amous
drive-way from Chicago Sheridan Road which, half
a mile north of the
College Halls leaves Evanston winding its

University.

house and the life

�

�

way to Fort Sheridan.

The campus contains about ninety acres, directly along the
shore, and forms the site for University Hall, Science Hall,

lake
Fisk

Hall, Gymnasium, Annie May Script Hall, Memorial Hall,

Heck

Hall, Orrington

the Athletic Park.

Lunt

Dearborn

Observatory and
Hall, College Cottage, Music

Library,

Woman's

Hall and Dormitories are located outside the
campus proper.
The Medical, Woman's Medical,
Pharmacy, Law and Dental
Schools are located in Chicago.
A strong financial groundwork
has always been beneath this
structure that

gives

to Evanston its

fame,

gradually growing
is, and always will be,

and

its chief

determinative force.
March

eighteenth of the year eighteen hundred and ninetyday in the history of Beta Pi, for on that
day Beta Gamma in conjunction with the Chicago Alumni As
sociation, initiated us into our beloved Fraternity. The chap
ter began with:
Frank C. Lockwood; P. G. ; Robert C.
Brown, '96; S. M.
Fegtly, '95; James Potter, '95; Elmer H. Pierce, '96; Frank
Pierce, '96; R. D. Williamson, '96; A. J. Waller, '9G.
Brother Fegtly was initiated some
yeers before by the Xi
Chapter, and on entering Northwestern, he in conjunction with
Prof. C. H. Gordon, Epsilon, started our Beta Pi.
Brother
Lockwood was pledged to Delta Tau Delta at Ohio
Wesleyan,
three is

and

a

memorial

was one

of the chief workers in

bringing about the installa
To the efforts of these men, combined
with the zeal of J. P.
McCarthy, Epsilon, '88, is the Beta Pi
tion of

our

chapter.

indebted.

Of the

twenty-three fraternities at Northwestern, Beta Pi,
largest in numbers, has been most potent in its
influence.
Our men have always held
high places in the dif
ferent branches of
University work�in scholarship, music.
^

while not the

OQ

a
�
O

1
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athletics, and things dramatic. AMthout pushing ourselves, we
have always aimed to be in the fore-front of
college activities.
Our chapter house is within a block of the
campus proper.
Y\'e have seventeen men in the active
chapter, and all but two
room in the house.
Our
house fund
is growing, and before
many years we hope to have a home that will accommodate all
"the boys," and one that will do credit to our
campus and
Fraternity.
' '

' '

W. Scott Corlis.

THE

310

KARNEA.
N.

THE KARNEA.
Be it remembered

by

every Delta that the last

entry made

in the minutes of the 35th Karnea

by Secretary Stuart Fuller,
reads as follows:
"Moved by Brother Tidwell, that the Karnea
adjourn to August 21st, 1901, at 10 A. M., at the city of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin."
We desire especially to call the attention of the 117 Deltas
who constituted the 35th Karnea to the fact that: pursuant to
the resolution above quoted, they are expected to report at the

stated, for the reason that the 35th
dissolved, and their duties as members of
that body have not yet been completed.
Every other Delta is
and
if within the range of
to
be
here
at
the
sarne
time,
expected
to
be
here.
possibilities, really ought
The 36th Karnea will be in session at the Hotel Pfister,
Milwaukee, Wis., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, August
21st, 22d and 23d, under the auspices of the Wisconsin Alumni
Chapter. So far as it is possible delegates and visitors will be
Our present
here not later than Tuesday at noon, August 20th.
a steamer for that afternoon, and take a cruise
is
to
charter
plan
upon Lake Michigan, primarily for the purpose of getting the
The usual business pro
brothers acquainted with each other.
out
on Wednesday,
be
carried
will
Thursday and Fri
gramme
feature
of
the
the
the
and
meeting,
great
banquet, will be
day,
held on Friday evening, price per plate not to exceed $3.00.
The business meetings will be held in the fine Club Room of the
Hotel Pfister, and Karnea Headquarters will be at that hotel.
time and

Karnea

place

was

therein

never

The rates at the hotel will be $3.00 to $5.00 per day American
plan, and $1.00 to $3.00 per day European plan. The accom

modations

special

are

the best to be had west of New York

attention will be

given

City,

and

the members of the Karnea.

Let it be known then that every Delta in the land is supposed
What the National
to meet with us on August 20th, 1901.
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the

Convention is to the

dan,

politician,

what Jerusalem is to the

be to the Delta.
never

r.ainbow.

what Mecca is to the Mohamme
that the Karnea should

Christian,

be a complete Delta, you have
in
Deltaism unless you have at
degree
To those brethren who have attended

You

can never

taken the final

tended

a

Karnea.

before, we would say, remember for a moment the
of your attend
many blessings that have come to you because
ance at that time; remember for a moment the many friend
ships you then formed, the many new impressions and sensa
Karneas

came to you; how your heart swelled with pride to
think that you were a Delt; when you met men Avhose names
had been beacon lights to you ever since you joined the Frater
nity; think of all these things and then decide to come. To
those who have not before attended a Karnea, we would say

tions that

because, next to joining Delta Tau Delta, it will be the
thing you ever did in a fraternity way. Come and see the
homogeneous character of the men who make up Delta Tau
Delta, though they hail from the four corners of this great land.
come,

best

inspired with the fire and enthusiasm of such old
boys
McClurg, Bolard, Arter and numerous others. Come
and meet President Hughes in the flesh, and above all, hear the
best toasts you ever heard in your life, flashes of wit, wisdom
and eloquence.
It is worth your while to come simply to hear
Brother Hughes speak, and we hope to have on our list also
Brother Potts, of Indianapolis, than whom there is no more
brilliant after-dinner speaker in this land.
Come and be
as

Of Milwaukee as a convention city it is not necessary to
speak. Her fame in that line is as extensive as the fame of her
most prominent product.
Situated on the banks of Lake Mich
igan, her summer climate is never excessively warm. Her
many magnificent public parks, beautiful pleasure drives and
boulevards, broad, clean streets and monster manufacturing
establishments are always sources of much pleasure and enter
tainment for visitors.
The great health springs of Waukesha
are within
fifty minutes motor car ride of our city, and the

famous lakes and resorts of Oconomowoc

are

within easy reach.

the

312
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The Delts of Wisconsin bid you welcome, and we certainly
shall look for you next August.
From reports thus far received
we believe the 36th Karnea will be the banner one from the

standpoint

of

numbers,

it if you would let

not you are
made for you.
who will be glad to
or

and for that

reason we

would

appreciate

know at your earliest convenience whether
coming, so that proper arrangements may be
Address any communication to the undersigned,
us

answer

any

question

Fraternally

you may wish to ask.

yours,
E. J.

Federal
President Wisconsin Alumni

Henning,

Building, Milwaukee,

Chapter.

Wis.
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INSTALLATION OF GAMMA BETA CHAPTER.

Friday, May 10th, 1901. signalized the entrance of a new
chapter into the Delta Tau Delta Fraternity. On the evening
of that date, at the Chicago Athletic Club, under the auspices
of the Chicago Alumni Association, the "Consonant Club," an
organization of 20 picked men at the Armour Institute of Tech
nology, Chicago, was formally installed as the Gamma Beta
Chap ter. Officers of the two neighboring chapters officiated,
B. Dennis, Beta Pi, '01; Walter Francis,
as follows: Ralph
Gamma Alpha, '03; Arthur G. Thomas, Gamma Alpha, '03;
0. 0. Townsend, Beta Pi, ,03.
The exercises, which commenced at 6.30 o'clock, were wit
nessed by fully a half hundred Delts, and were carried through
almost faultlessly and with unusual impressiveness.
At the close of the initiation, 85 Deltas crowded the banqu et hall, and proceeded to fittingly celebrate the addition of
the new member to our Fraternity chapter roll.
The customary
with
rival
and
feasting, interspersed
college j^ells
fraternity songs
was indulged in until about ten o'clock, when the
bringing in
of cafe noir and cigars gave the signal for the beginning of the
more

formal part of the program.
Dr. Frank

Wieland, Eta, '90, President of the Alumni As
sociation,
introductory remarks as toast-master, referred
w ith no httle pride to the fact that Gamma Beta is the fourth
chapter founded or revived through the efforts of the Chicago
Alumni, the other three being Beta Pi, established in March,
1893; Beta Upsilon, revived in April, 1894; and Gamma Alpha,
established three years ago almost to a day.
Frank Perkins Barker, Gamma Alpha, '01, delivered the
address of welcome to the new chapter.
Among other things,
he took the opportunity to revive in the minds of his new
fraters "tender" memories of the preUminary degree they had
undergone some days previous; half of them having been enterin his

"

INSTALL.VriON

tained"

by the

OF

GAM.MA

BETA
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CHAPTER.

Delts at Northwestern, and the other half

by
Chicago University.
By a happy coincidence R. M. Albright, Mu, '00, who at
the Annual Alumni dinner last February, responded to the
toast, "A Seer of Visions," was, on this occasion, assigned the
topic, "A Vision Realized." As a member of the successful
group of petitioners he reviewed the history of the former "Con
sonant Club," and voice their extreme gratification at the suc
their fraters at the

cessful termination of their movement, which had for its sole
purpose

�

"Delta Tau Delta

or

nothing!"

Chapter possesses a fine quartet of
in
Bros.
singers
Albright, Hammond, Robinson and Strickler,
and the selections rendered by them at this point in the program
evoked much appreciative applause.
The faculty of the Armour Institute were represented at the
banquet by Prof. Victor C. Alderson, its Dean, and by Prof.
Howard Monroe Raymond.
Prof. Alderson spoke in high
terms of the personnel of the former "Consonant Club," and
complimented the Fraternity on its foresight in deciding early
to enter this promising western school of technologj'.
The

new

Gamma Beta

A written communication

was

read from the Hon. E. J.

'

Gamma, 94, expressing his regret that he could
not be present and respond to the toast, "The Karnea."
By
means of his letter, however, he took the opportunity to extend
Henning,

on

Beta

behalf of the Milwaukee Alumni Association their most

dial invitation to the Delts present to attend the
tion next August as their guests.
At this

juncture a

new

cor

conven

of

congratulatory telegrams
chapter and received from the

score or more

and letters addressed to the

coming

Chapter, and from many of the alumni
undergraduate chapters, were read.
The program was pleasingly varied by a reading, "Captain
Gadsby's Wedding Day," Kipling, given by Bro. Ralph B.
Dennis, Beta Pi, '01, and the rendition of several vocal sketches
by Bro. R. H. Manley, Beta Tau, '97.
members of the Arch

and

�
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Wray Oneal, Xi, '95, Vice-President of the
Chicago
brilliantly concluded the progam
with his response to the toast, "Imaginations and Fraternity
Beginnings." Always eloquent and inspiring, Bro. Oneal's
speech on this occasion easily outclassed all his previous ap
Suffice it to say that his
pearances before the Chicago Delts.
words of kindly admonition and fraternity wisdom will not
soon be forgotten by the members of the new Gamma Beta
Chapter. The Choctaw "walk-around" marked the wind up of
an
unusually successful fraternity function. The new chapter
will be given an opportunity to make their
party call to the
Alumni Association at its next meeting (which will be the last
regular dinner until next fall), to be held early in June.
Rev. Ernest

Alumni Association

' '

Edward B.

' '

Witwer,

Secretary.
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ARMOUR INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
One Sunday morning in the Fall of 1892, Dr. Frank W.
Gunsaulus, then pastor of Plymouth Church, of Chicago,

preached

a sermon

in which he

developed,

in the most

eloquent

great educational institution in Chicago.
When the services were over, Phillip D. Armour, the great mer
manner,

chant,
said

a

plan

came

for

a

forward and

taking

Dr. Gunsaulus

by

the

hand,

:
' '

Do you believe in those ideas you just
"I certainly do," said Dr. Gunsaulus.
"

' '

now

expressd ?

And you would carry them out if you had the
' '
Most assuredly.

means

?

' '

"

"Well, then," said Mr. Armour, "if you will give me five
' '
years of your time, I will give you the money.
The Armour Institute was founded in December, 1892,
as its first president.
began by giving $2,800,000 for the establish
ment and maintainance of the school, adding to it from time to
time large sums of money and property, as the growth and

with Dr. Gunsaulus
Mr. Armour

needs of the school demanded.
over

$4,000,000,

At

present the endowment is

the annual income from which reaches

Since Mr. Armour's

$150,-

his son, Mr. J. Ogden Armour,
and
work
has
the
assured
the officers and instruc
has taken up
tors of the school that the institution shall never stand in need
of anything which money can purchase for it.
His recent mu
000.

death,

gift of $1,000,000 opens the way for the erection of two
buildings, which are to be built and equipped in the near
future, near the site of the present buildings. When the Insti
tute was formally opened to students in September, 1893, the
plans merely included courses which would give to the young
men and women of Chicago a practical industrial
training.
But the Manual Training School of 1893, under the naipe
of Armour Institute, rapidly developed in equipment and facilinificent

new

ARMOUR

INSTITUTE

OF

TECHNOLOGY.
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higher technical
reorganization of plan and
steadily increasing,
of
the
school
became
imperative. The plans and ideas of
scope
its founders began to take on a more definite shape and in 1895
its corporate name was changed by an act of the Legislature
and number of

ties,

the demand for

students,

education

from

"

nology.

till

Armour Institute

"

"

to

a

The Armour Institute of Tech

' '

growth and development of the "Tech" from that
day
phenomenal. The standard of the requirements
has been raised, its courses lengthened and broadened, and it
has grown to be one of the greatest technological schools in the
The

has been

whole world.
The

plan

of

organization

of the Armour Institute of Tech

nology embraces full four year courses in Mechanical, Electri
cal, Civil, Architectural and Chemical engineering, in the Tech
' '

College and the preparatory School, the Armour Scientific
Academj', which offers four distinct four-year courses, which
prepare students to enter the Technical College, or any of the best
nical

' '

educational institutions in the country.

Chicago School of Architecture of the Art
Institute,
1889, united Avith the Armour Institute,
and now constitutes the department of Architectural engineering
of the Armour Institute of Technology.
Originally the Insti
In

1893 the

founded in

tute included in its scope, besides

"Tech" and the Scientific

the associated

departments of Domestic Arts and Sci
Academy,
Normal
ences,
Kindergarten,
Music, Library Science, and
Shorthand and T^'pewriting, but within the last three years
these have one by one been set aside to make room for the en
largement and growth of the Technical College.
Located in the centre of a great metropolis, surrounded on all
sides by large manufactories and industries, in a city unrivalled
for its enterprise and progress, the Armour Institute of Tech
nology is blessed with advantages which few educational institu
tions

of
its

can

boast.

Its students

come

from all classes and ranks

people, rich and poor alike partaking of its advantages,
spirit is, in consequence, intensely democratic.

and

AltMOCK

INSTITUTE OF TECIINOI.()(iY

ARMOUR

When Mr. Armour

INSTITUTE

died,

OF

there

was

the students and friends of the school
to be.

Its

rapid growth

created

a

320
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much
as

speculation

among

to what its future

demand for

an

increased

was
en

dowment ; and the man who had always stood ready to share
There was
his fortune in time of need, was beyond our call.
much talk at the time in the newspapers, and elsewhere, of affil
University of Chicago, and apparently with good

iation with the

foundation, but Mr. J. Ogden Armour quieted our fears by as
suring us that he would take his father's place as the friend and
benefactor of the school, and we breathed again.
The school has safely passed the great crisis in its history
and is again safely on its way.
Its enrollment grows larger
every term, costly additions are constantly being made to its
equipment, its faculty is steadily being strengthened, and the
young school, not yet past its first decade has taken its place
among the great schools which have flourished for
half century.

a

quarter

or a

high standing in the educational world have pre
in
dicted that
the next decade the Armour Institute of Tech
Men in

nology
in the

will be the

world,

greatest and largest Technological institution

and there is

no reason

why this prediction

will not

be fulfilled.
With such

promising

future for the school, the

Fraternity
wisely
early years of its
development. As the school becomes more widely known, and
its advantages urge themselves more forcibly upon the young
men of the country, other Fraternities are bound to
expand in
this direction, and join Delta Tau Delta and Phi Kappa Sigma
Then it shall be the proud boast
in establishing chapters here.
Delta
that
we
came
in on the ground' floor.
Tau
Delta
of
We
to
and
and
here
we
are here,
stay,
sincerely hope and believe
that the Fraternity at large will reap nothing but good from our
has chosen

a

to enter the Institute in the

entrance at the Armour School.

Ralph Mills

Albright,

Mu, '01, Gamma Beta, 08.

GLEE CLUB

QUARTETTE

MEMBERS OF GAMMA BETTA

'^

J. r. strickler.

R. M.

Albright.

G. B. Robinson.

R. W. Hammond.
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FROM CLUB TO CHAPTER.
When the Consonant Club of Armour Institute

admission into Delta Tau

this

applied

for

the first fra

Delta,
only
application had been made, but it was the one
that the members decided early in their club life should be their
first choice of all the higher standing Greek letter organizations.
The life of a club striving for recognition by a fraternity is
to
be one of disappointments and procrastination, but the
apt
Consonant Club had fortified itself with the expectation of wait
ing at least two years for the granting of a charter in Delta Tau
It was in a trifle over a year after organization that the
Delta.
club received the formal announcement of its reception into the
chapter roll of the fraternity of its choice.
Nothing could be more natural than the tendency to form a

ternity

was

not

to which

club in Armour Institute that should afterward be accorded fra
A

school with

of

good fellows
temptation to any
On April 16, 1900,
S. L. Smith, J. F. Strickler, W. C. Matthews, G. W. Niestadt,
J. H. S. Mueller and D. C. Dyer, six students, allied them
The club name was chosen as a
selves in club organization.

ternity standing.

growing

unaffiliated to. any organization would be
college man with a love of fraternalism.

scores
a

direct result of failure in its first attempt at christening.
The
a
club
name
from
the
of
initials
of
each
member'
a
forming
plan
full

name

consonants

Up

proved impracticable

because all the initials

till November of the next school year
a fraternity.
Dues had been

been made to

since

were

the Consonant Club then became its natural title.

�

the

organization,
membership had been

summer

months

increased

by

no

overture had

paid in regularly
included, and the club

three additional initiates.

Several of the club members had been identified with the
academy fraternities Mu Delta Sigma and Omicron Kappa Pi,
and
the

general knowledge of the meaning of fraternity
standing of various national fraternities had been
a

Hfe and
secured
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acquaintance at the Chicago and Northwestern universities.
The club, without encouragement from any member of Delta
Tau Delta, formally decided to apply for membership in the
Rainbow Fraternity, and called on Ralph M. Albright and
Victor S. Persons, both former members of Mu chapter. Delta
Tau Delta, and asked them to join in the effort to secure a
Mr. Albright joined the club
charter for the Armour Institute.
after frankly telling the club that a charter of the fraternity would
in all probability not be secured in less than a two-years' fight.
The aid of the Chicago Alumni Chapter, which the Consonant
Club members gratefully recognize as the means of obtaining a
hearing before the arch chapter so early in the struggle, had not
from

then been
The

sought.
of the club became

identity

Armour school.

soon

recognized

in the

In every branch of school life the members
The editor-in-chief, society editor and assist

took active part.
ant business manager of The

Fulcrum,

the

college periodical,

all Consonant Club men, while representation was held in
the board of editors in the Armour annual. The Integral.
The
were

of the track team was taken into the club
early in the
and
the presence of the captain and two other
year,
players in
the base ball team, pitcher, catcher and an
infielder, gave three

captain

more

"A" sweaters in the Consonant Club.

The four Conso

nants who sang in the Armour Glee Club also

composed

and the leader of the mandolin club
At the performance of "The Flirt

college quartet,
club

man.

was

the

also

and

a

the

Franchise," the amateur theatrical event of the school year,
three principal parts were carried by club
members, and at all
the college social functions the Consonants had
representation
on

the committees.
In

Chicago,

the

first

college "night

which celebrated the

shirt

parade"

latest million

ever

given

in

dollar

gift to
the incep

Armour Institute by J. Ogden Armour, the
glory of
tion, organization and generalship of the fluttering pageant be
longed exclusively to the Consonant Club. It was a prank pro
ductive of more genuine interest in
Chicago than any college

FROM
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affair since the

Thanksgiving foot ball games, and the mere fact
shouting paraders made so much noise while in posses
sion of a train on the down town "L" loop that a riot call was
sent in and the whole array taken to a police station and kept
most of the night only made the affair of greater moment.
A
firm hold has been taken on different college honors for next

that the

The manager of The Fulcrum and an associate editor of
year.
The Integral will be members of Gamma Beta chapter.
in this school year the club secured permanent quar
lower flat of the Armour apartment houses near the

Early
ters in

a

A fund

school.

had been accumulated

and to this amount

enough

money
various members to furnish the house
The

debt.

expenses
a

as

margin

men

club started in

they

left

its

came, and it is

It

over.

was

new

during

was

the summers,
as dues by

advanced

neatly

without

house

free, always

out of debt

entirely

a

cent of

now

met

with

in the club house where the

learned their first lessons in fraternalism.

new

The members

together every day and gained strength as a body by the.
earnestness with which they entered into the various phases of

were

college

life.

The alumni and members of

neighboring chapters

often visitors, while rushing parties to
secure the very best men in school were frequent events.
It
became recognized in Armour Institute that whenever anything
of Delta Tau Delta

new

the

in the way of student

preliminary plans

club house.
as

were

well

as

enterprise

was more

than

was

apt

on

foot,

the

of

scene

to be in the Consonant

That this may always be a tradition is the hope
the belief of those who know the members of the

Consonant club

best.

The

greatest harmony has thus

existed between the club and other school factions.

far

Its

high
standing as a club has been recognized by students and faculty
alike; and the club takes on the added dignity of a charter in
Delta Tau Delta, with a club record that will aid the new
chapter in its standing in the Armour Institute.
R. H.

Manley,
Beta Tau '97.
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY
AND

BETA OMICRON CHAPTER.
To

for

one

who has not

dozen years

a

tion.

seen the campus of Cornell University
its
so,
appearance now would be a revela
the entire growth has been attained since the

or

Practically
early '80s, and what is now
twenty-six buildings and an
then

an

a
large, prosperous
enrollment of 2,500

almost unknown institution.

Ezra Cornell's oft- repeated words:

Many

are

university of
students, was
familiar with

"I would found

an

institu
"

tion where any person can find instruction in any study;
and
At
his desire has been carried out as far as is practicable.

present the university is composed of the Graduate and Aca
demic

Departments, and the Colleges of Law, Medicine, Veteri
nary Medicine, Agriculture, Forestry, Architecture, Civil Engi
neering and Mechanical Engineering, which latter includes
ICIectrical and Marine

but

recently

Several of these have been

Engineering.

established.

The constant increase in the size of each

proof

of

of

the

continuing growth
improvement year by year
is particularly encouraging

noticeable
the

men

the

entering

university,

class is

a

and the

in the average quality of
to the fraternities repre

sented here.
This has been

ing prominence

brought about to a great degree by the increas
university in all branches of athletics and

of the

in other lines of student activities which receive outside notice.

Particularly

are

the

Masque

and Musical Clubs well

known,

and

those who have been present at their performances will agree
that their standard of excellence may be equaled, but not ex
celled, by similar organizations of other colleges. Among the

student interests may be mentioned three periodicals one
comic, another literary, and the other for the alumni, besides
�

which there is

a

daily^publication

and

an

engineering magazine.
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high grade,

aud

con

tains inserts from every Fraternity and from most of the local
clubs, which are too numerous to mention.

Twenty-thiee Fraternities have chapters here, the following
being given in their order of establishment, extending from
'68 to '92:
Zeta Psi, Chi Phi, Kappa Alpha, Alpha Delta Phi,
Phi Kappa Psi, Chi Psi, Delta Upsilon, Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Theta Delta Chi, Phi Delta Theta, Beta Theta Pi, Psi Upsilon,
Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Delta Phi, Phi
Sigma Kappa, Delta Tau Delta, Sigma Phi, Sigma Chi, Delta
Chi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Delta Phi, and Kappa Sigma.
Everyone of these Cornell chapters occupies a house, nearly
all of which are owned, the others rented.
The majority are
grouped on the side of the hill between the campus and the
list

town, and within easy distance of both.

The valuation of the

houses

alone, regardless of the land, will approximate
$800,000. Among all these fraternities the best of friendly feel
ing exists, even when they are opjiosed to each other in class
politics or during the "rushing" seasons.

fraternity

In

universit}' where there are so many opportunities for
holding house-parties, and where such friendly conditions ob
tain as are found at Cornell, social life natural becomes a promi
nent feature.
Junior week in February and Senior week in
June

a

are

parties,

the chief social

dances and teas

there is the active part
are carried on or

events, but there

are numerous

during the whole year.
of a fraternity man's life.

house-

Besides this
Student in

entirely by the fratern
good. This naturally
ities,
causes intense rivalry among the different societies; and to keep
in the race requires constant work and unceasing vigilance.
Competition for positions of honor and responsibility is strong
and long drawn out, especially for the managerships of the
terests

whose influence is

managed
generally

almost

for the

various athletic teams.
Into this life of

activity,

growth.

Beta Omicron

the

tliev

race

were

was

social

born

aspirations, hard work, and
January 7th, 1890. Realizing

about to enter, tiie charter members

were

"
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particularly careful to establish the chapter on a firm basis, and
accordingly they rented a new house in a good location. From
the start the chapter earned its share of the college honors, and
grew in prominence, presenting a good outside appearance,
although internally it had the most severe struggles and finan
The manner in which they pulled through that
cial trials.
bears
witness to the ability of the men who founded the
period
�chapter.
In the

cated

was

summer

built.

of '96 the house in which

The situation is

we are now

lo

fine one, overlooking the
close to the campus.
Six

below, and we are
grouped near us. To briefly describe the
house: the dining room, kitchen, and servants' quarters are in
the basement; the first floor opens out well for entertaining, there
being a reception room, Turkish room, music room, library, and a
loggia. It is furnished throughout in dark quartered oak.
All the studies are on the second floor, and the bed rooms,
together with the chapter-room, on the third. Some of our
happiest hours are spent around the log fire in the reception
room early in the evening, or standing by the piano and sing
ing the good old Delt songs.
For the future we have our hopes and our ambitions, but
they are too many to enumerate. Enough to say that the chap

valley

and the lake

a

other fraternities

are

gradually developed and outlined a definite policy, by
following which we hope to better ourselves and our position
in the University.

ter has

Lea Pusey Warner.
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BETA GAMMA CHAPTER.
For the first time in the
to the

general fraternity

a

of The Rainbow other than the
this

reason we assume

chapter do we offer
through the columns
ordinary chapter letter. For

historj'

of the

communication

that such

matters in

a

communication will be of in

Fraternity
general can be dealt with but
in
the
regular chapter letter, and thus the object of
very briefly
this article is to present an idea of fraternity life in the University
of Wisconsin, in some of its more important aspects, and to
treat the matter in a general waj', rather than in details ; to
touch not only upon our own life, but of the life of fraterni
ties in general, the environments, influences, conditions &c.,
under which they exist.
Beta Gamma Chapter of Delta Tau Delta, was founded
We celebrate
nine years ago the 28th of May, of this year.
a
formal
with
followed
occasion
this
daiicing party,
by a ban
The
in
the
was
founded
at
original chapter
chapter lodge.
quet
a short and uneventful life, weakened and died.
after
but
1888,
But the present chapter is strong in numbers and otherwise, and
has all the prospects for a long life.
Twelve of the national fraternity are represented here, and
the majority of them have strong and most excellent chapters.
Of course, fraternity life here differs in many respects from life
in other places, the same as the several great educational insti
tutions of our country differ in their mode of life.
Taking it
fraternities
a
the
from
occupy
very promi
popular standpoint,
The general personnel of these
nent position in our university.
societies is of a most excellent character ; the majority of the
faculty are fraternity men, who are very ardent supporters, not
only of their own fraternity, but also of those in general.
These organizations are the leaders in all the important features
connected with the institution, not only in society, but also in
athletics, scholarships, and other college activities, and at the
terest.
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time

same

they

not

are

political influence,

a

with

places.
exceptions,

few

possibly
competition is to
rushing season, but as a

Much

when all is

as

is found to be

Their relations toward each

true in many other

are

of

friendly
during the heat

be encountered

other,

character.

most

a

of the

rule it is all clean, fair and open, and
the hatchet is buried and all is well.
Many

over

given at which representatives from the dif
present, and on all such occasions the best
of fellowship prevails.
Not long since a movement was on foot
a
certain
few
to
by
organize a Pan Hellenic league, such as they
have at other institutions, and the object of which was for more
inter-fraternity intercourse. But after considering the matter it
was abandoned as
being unnecessary and uncalled for. With all
social functions

are

ferent fraternities

this there

are

are

to be found

a

certain few who

with

to

either from

inter-mingle
others,
cretiveness, or from personal feelings
however, is not very marked, and not

are

and

very reluctant

of

possible seprejudices. This,

a sense

to be found among the

better fraternities.
Greek letter societies

here, the

same as

everywhere,

have

their friends and their enemies.
an

enemy consisted of a
of this

prominent city

each member of the

object

of this letter

icism

on

A very recent illustration of
circular letter written by some man of a

state, and

legislture,
was

a

which

not stated.

copy of which was sent to
The
was then in session.

It

Greek letter societies in the

It called them

"poisoned springs"

simply a severe crit
University of Wisconsin.
was

&c. ; that their influence

for the bad alone ; that they were great monopolies, socially,
athletica ly. and otherwise ; that they ought to be stamped out.

was

But in between the lines
realize the

had

"

a

fair minded reader could not

soreheadedness

"

help

but

which the writer of this article

present time, and which permeated his
the spirit in which it was taken by
the legislators, for the great majority of them cast these letters
in the waste baskets as being pre] osterous and uncalled for.
Still there were others who were inclined to regr.rd the matter as
more or less true, and thought that it ought to be looked into.

long previous

whole letter.

to the

And such

was

m^^mrnt

�

j!w
^"^~'

l^^P^HK
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A very prominent member of our faculty is reported to have re
marked that had not that man wanted to be a member of a fra

ternity,
weeks

such

an

to this

previous

in session but
of which
of state

was

a

short

time,
time,

never

have been written.

a

bill

was

A few

had been

and when the

legislature
introduced, the purport

to have the Greek letter societies under the control

laws,

trol and the

article would

such control to be exercised
Each

faculty.

society
approval

was

by

the Board of Con

to elect two

representa-

their

respective charters,
and their rules of gt vernment, to a committee of the faculty.
These representatives were to be responsible for their individual
chapters. If they refused to conform to any of the rules they
tiveS;

were

who

to submit for

In return the fraternities

not to be allowed existence.

permitted
our

were

to erect houses

legislators

meant.

did not

But after

an

and that

committee,
purport was its

own

on

university

lands.

understand what

fully
explanation

was

the matter

the last heard of it.

death knell.

that these Greek letter societies

But after
are

of vast

A
a

great

were

many of

fraternity really

was

referred to the

Undoubtedly,

intellectually, and otherwise, and the occasional outbursts
criticism, when traced out, are absolutely without ground.

of

Every fraternity occupies a more or less imposing house ;
of them being very desirable, and possiby above the aver
The Delt house occupies
age of the chapter houses in the west.
a very pretty site on ISIendota Court along the south shore line
of Lake INIendota, that fair body of water whose reputation for
beauty is everywhere known, and which has been sung by the
great poet Longfellow. Here we are entirely surrounded by
other frat houses, and INIendota Court is an ideal spot for fra
ternity life. The University of Wisconsin, is, as we all know,
one of the
great and growing educational ii stitu tions of the
The
site is a model one for a university, being on an
countiy.
elevation overlooking the fair city of Madison, and from which
Our new library is one
may be seen the great chain of lakes.
of the finest in the west costing over three-quarters of a million
dollars for the liuilding alone.
It is imposing, spacious, well
some

�

its

must admit

all,
influence, morally,
one

�
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equipped, and a magnificent display of architectural beauty.
All buildings, including the law, are erected on the same cam
At present there are 2,500 students on the registration
pus.

Thus, you will see that there is a vast amount of material
to work with, and as a result the different socie
fraternities
for

list.
ties

are

large

in numbers

�

some

having

as

high

as

thirty-five

But the average size is possibly about twentyfra
the
which
is
present active list of Beta Gamma. Any
five,
de
obtain
to
so
if
it
desires
enough
do, may easily
ternity here,
sirable men to make it strong with all others.

active members.

entirely uneventful. She
establishing the governing policies of
all the other chapters, has had her

Beta Gamma's Hfe has not been

has always had her say in
university life. She, like
But she has
ups and downs, her trials and tribulations.
of
haven
safety, and
weathered the storms, always has found a
fall we
Last
to-day occupies her well earned prominent place.
differ
the
of
members
entertained at a "smoker" given for the
in
About forty undergraduates responded
person
ent fraternities.
fac
to our invitation, besides several prominent members of the
musical
neat
pro
ulty. A royal good time was had ; a very
were as free as
gram was carried out ; lunch was served, cigars
water, and each guest was presented with a souvenir pipe.
The 30th of May we give our annual formal party
men.
to which we have invited a number of outside fraternity
our
from
not
only
This way of doing we find to be very profitable,
and
will
the
from
good
contact with other frat men, but also

prestige
alumni

have

we
are

outside

from

frequent

sources.

visitors at the Delt

Members of

bouse,

where

we

the
are

Last

February
always glad to entertain as best we
the lodge was turned over to our young lady Prom, guests, and
there we had a house party which lasted from Friday noon until
A majority of these lady guests have
the following Monday.
since remembered the chapter by sending very appropriate sofa
know how.

pillows.
After all,
a

a

chapter

is

just

what it makes of itself.

with that end in view.
power it must work

To be

But power will

THE

never come

and

a

long

down and waiting for it ; it means work
pull, the entire body standing as one. Let us
might for that lofty eminence which all loyal

by sitting
hard

all work with

a

Deltas seek to
each
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chapter

obtain,

shall be

and the time will not be far distant when
a

great

power in its

college

H.

R.

BETA GAM-MA C lAPTER HOUSE.

world.

Hewitt, '02.
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THE MAN WITHOUT A CHAPTER.

Occasionally the Arch Chapter of the Fraternity withdraws
a
chapter at a college, and less occasionally it hap
pens that the members of the chapter surrender their charter vol
untarily. Usually such occurences are the result of deep delibera
tion; now and then a sudden spasm of indignation is the motive.
Self-abnegation, love of the Fraternity and an unselfish feeling of
unworthiness have led chapters to surrender their charters.
�Conversely, the Arch Chapter has asked for the return of char
ters because that self-abnegation, love of fraternity and feeling
of unworthiness have not been sufficiently developed in the un�dergraduate body. Whether the chapter committed suicide or
was slaughtered by the Arch Chapter is a matter of but little
moment except, perhaps, to the Arch Treasurer, and the general
Fratemity moves on as evenly and as happily as though the de
But to the men who com
funct chapter had never existed.
posed the erstwhile chapter the withdrawal or surrender of the
�charter works the beginning of an era of indescribable loneli
The man without a chapter is in a plight almost as mis
ness.
the charter of

erable

as

that of

a man

who lacks

a

home and friends.

When

graduated from college the fratemity chapter, which was
the most precious tie that bound him to the institution is to him
nothing more than a pleasant memory. When he returns to
visit the institution he si^hs when he passes the old-time chap
ter-house ; he misses the Undergraduate fraters, the pleas for
advice, the delightful meetings and the joyful commencement
banquet. To him the old college is quite unlike the institution
of former days, for the fraternity chapter the nine-tenths part
The city, the
of the alma mater is not there to welcome him.
and
even the perennial college
the
barbarians
buildings,
college
windows no longer are interesting to the man without a chapter.
Perhaps he and several other men without a chapter meet around
the dinner board, in imitation of former commencement-week

lie is

�

�
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feasts, but to compare the dismal gathering with the old-time
revelries when the chapter was a tangible, living thing would be
The

mockery.

man

ments at the old

since the
The

chapter
man

without

college
was

with

a

a

chapter

votes that

have deteriorated

a

commence

thousand per cent.

surrendered.

chapter usually

is

ignorant

or

sublimely

oblivious of the great good fortune he is permitted ti enjoy.
As an alumnus he may offer advice to the undergraduate brother
of his

chapter, and his age and experience in fraternity matters
impress his words on the minds of the active members.
He is permitted to display his benevolence whenever the active
members find that the chapter's liabilities are greater than the
available assets.
Usually the amount of advice he is permitted
to give is in exact proportion to the degree of benevolence he
displays, but the alumnus should remember that selfishness (in
an
alumnus) is contrary to the word and spirit of the genuine
fraternity. Whenever the man with a chapter visits the old
college he meets the active members who, if they are wise in
their generation, will inform him of the commanding position
he occupies in the history of the chapter and in their own opin
ions, and he is permitted to show his love and regard for the
chapter by donating a lump sum to the treasury or by purchas
ing a new outfit of furniture for the fratemity house. These
examples are only a few of the many that might be cited to
prove that the man without a chapter is not permitted to enjoy
any of the advantages which fall to the lot of his fortunate
brother, the man with a chapter.
will

Active members look upon a man without a chapter in a
light. They imagine that because the chapter to which

curious
he

belongs

is dead that

necessarily

the

light

of

it received the fatal blow

Chapter, and frown upon him
disgraced frater or poor relative.

from the Arch

more
"

or

The

less,

in

chapter
loftily, as they conjure visions of
debts unpaid, of an insignificant college, of a list of unworthy
members.
"Yes," the man without a chapter may reply,
"the chapter is dead, but it died by its own hand, and the
a

is dead now"

they

say to him

THE

MAN

WITHOUT

A

840

CHAPTER.

"

The nobility of
Chapter was the most sincere mourner!
his chapter's end is the one glory of the man without a chapter;
his only hope is that his college may some day again be worthy
of sheltering a resurrected chapter of Delta Tau Delta.
To the man without a chapter the various alumni associations
are a haven of calm waters.
They constitute his temporary
home and as such they are of immeasurable benefit.
At the
Arch

meetings of the Alumni Chapter he meets men of a kindred
feeling, many of them who have suffered from a similar lack of
fraternity life and spirit, and instantly his interest in fraternity
matters is rejuvenated.
There he meets fraters from different
alumni
and
chapters,
undergraduates, and temporarilj' he for
that
his
own
chapter is dead. There he sings the old songs,
gets
hears expressions of the old love and drinks toasts to the health
The intensity of the old grief then sub
of the Old Fraternity.
sides within him and in its stead there arises
and

more

abiding

love for the

a

grand Fraternity

newer, deeper
dear to him

so

always. There he realizes that the man without a chapter is
unworthy of pi*y and that he may display his loyalty to the fra
ternity readily by allowing himself to be transformed into "The
man with an Alumni Chapter.
' '

Howard C.

Hilleg.\s, Tau, 1894.
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T3he Kjarnea,

�

MilttifauKj^e, 'Wisconsirt

yitigxist 2ls1,

22d

Headcftiarters,

and

23rd,

Hotel

1901

VJ^isI er

part of this issue appears a detailed announce
Karnea. and there is little left for us but to urge

In another
ment of the

Brother
the brothers to make the attendance a record-breaker.
Milwaukee
and
the
Delts
be
Henning
may
depended upon toan enjoyable occasion for us all.
The reputation
guarantee

Milwaukee has

as a pleasant summer resort, and the
many near
interest
should
of
to
include
the
Karneatempt
many
by points
in the plans for their summer vacation.

We trust that this Karnea will not only be as successful
enjoyable as past ones, but that its deliberations will be
marked by the same close attention to business on the part of
the delegates and loyalty to the Fraternity's best interests by all
All who attend should make it a point to re
who participate.

and

main for the entire session.
have arrived

day
ample
a

or

In the

two before

past many of the brothers
the business sessions began,

reward in the

opportunities of getting ac
regular work of the Karnea claimed their
The plans made by the Wisconsin Alumni Chapter
attention.
for the entertainment of the delegates Tuesday afternoon should
cause each man to arrange his arrival for early on the 20th at
and found

quainted

before the

the very latest.
The arrangements made with the Hotel Pfister guarantee
not only the commodious accommodation of the Karnea, but
the comfort of the

delegates. The hotel is one of the best in
West, and delegates can secure accommodation at $3. 00 to $5. OO'
a day, American plan, or $1.00 to $3.00 a day,
Eupopean plan.
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WASTED ENERGY.
There is
that

probably

no

one

feature of active

chapter work
as rushing.

much time, thought and energy
As different colleges have different phases of life,
consumes

chapters

so

tions it is

a

deliberation for the

good delegation
portant fraternity

a

The wise and careful

chapter.

of

different

that the most

duties

a

points improvement could
satisfactory results may be secured

least waste of energy.
We shall take it for

necessity

of

granted

all its old

having

of

be made
with the

that every chapter realizes the
back in time for the opening of

men

all

loyal actives will make every effort to
registiation commences. Besides
for
a
it
is
well
this,
majority of the members to return a week
before the opening, as this may enable them to secure a good
hold on some early arrival ; it is the old case of the "early
Where the chapter occupies a house, it is imperative
bird."
that at least some self-sacrificing members shall have returned
in time to have everything set to rights before the college opens.
A torn-up house is almost as much of a handicap as none at all
in a rushing campaign.
The rushing work should be systematized and as evenly
divided as possible, so that too much of a burden may not be
placed on any one man. The seniors have generally served a
good apprenticeship, and for them the cultivation of freshmen
college,

and

securing

each year is one of the most im
chapter has to perform, but it might

new men

be well to consider in what
so

so

this task in different ways ; but under any condi
great strain on the members and a season of anxious

meet

we are sure

be back in the harness before

is

a

distinct burden.

chapter
we

may term it.

point

to

It is not too great a concession for the
more irksome field work, if so

to release them from the

personally

greater experience

But the seniors should themselves make it
'

'size
in

'

each

up'
prospective
judging freshmen, and

candidate.
their

a

Their

supposedly
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wiser heads should make them the
and

enterprise

activity

their voice should be

gauge for the
In the balloting

logical safety

of the other members.

one, but this fact

imposes upon
sufficiently to be
obligation
able to arrive at a reasonably just estimate of their qualifications.
In our own experience we have found that the most satis
factory results could be secured by a division of labors. The
junior, from his natural relation to the freshman, is generally in
a better position to select the men who are worthy of investiga
tion, and from his wider experience is better able to make the
them

a

weighty

to cultivate the freshmen

an

initial advances.

The further work of cultivation

can

often be

successfully managed by the sophmore. His age is nearer
that of the freshman, and a freshman is generally more or less
flattered by the attentions of the lordly sophmore, he responds
more quickly and there is not the same reserve that he might
The sophmore can recall what
feel toward an upper classman.
features of the chapter life appealed most strongly to him
when outside the fold, and he should know how to skillfully
more

present them

to the freshman.

The head of the

chapter

should

personally

direct the rush

keep in close touch with every detail of the work.
ing
a daily report from each member and keep
receive
should

He

and

of the dates made with freshmen.
no

conflicts and that the
Men

able freshmen.

right
always

see

list

that there

are

handling the

more

desir

attracted to those of similar

and it is well to watch for

tastes,

being

are

He should

men are

a

rushed.

signs of preference in the men
responds more quickly to the ad
particular member, that member should be

If

a

freshman

of any
especially detailed to work with that man, and be held person
ally responsible for him. A personal friendship for any mem
vances

ber of

a

chapter is one of the most potent considerations in a
decision, and the head of the chapter is wise if he

freshmen's

avails himself of any such manifestation.
Time should be taken to thoroughly consider each candi
date.

Future mistakes

danger

of

losing

a

man

can

thus be avoided and there is little

by employing

this caution.

A fresh-
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make up his mind what crowd he likes best, and
little encouragement he will refuse other invita

man can soon

if he is

given

a

tions and wait for the

time the

chapter

fraternity

to think he has failed of

a

vote.

In the

of his choice.

must not relax its work
A

on

him lest he

mean

comes

should observe

chapter

a

in its attitude toward the freshmen it is

certain decorous

dignity
rushing. By extending an invitation to become a member it
is conferring a greater favor on the freshman than he can return
by an acceptance. While the chapter cannot afford to suggest
any icy reserve in its advances, it at the same time should not
display any undue eagerness. A due appreciation of the chap
ter's position on the part of the members will produce the same
If a chapter really can offer .any
sentiment in the freshman.
there
is nothing to be gained by a
of
membership,
advantage
the
other
and
bid.
On
vote
hand, by refraining from un
hasty
a serious mistake may often be avoided.
dignified hurry
So far we may seem to have wandered rather far from any
consideration of wasted energy in the rushing season, but the
best way to avoid a waste is attention to the means that count,
and in all humility the editor has offered a few gained from

practical experience and not concocted in his own brain. The
ways of squandering effort vary with the different chapters and
their
mon

methods,

but

Perhaps
waste

man

few favorite

the most
If he

the attention.
a

a

means are

or

more

less

com

to all.

�

a

prominent

qualifications

a

waste

of the

led in its selection

by

man

accepts the bid it is sometimes

misfortune.

may be

waste is in the

The

reasons

for which the

selected for
than

wose

rushing

of

a

upon the character or
The chapter may be mis

depend largely

man

mere

himself.

surface indications

�

a

polished

man

ner, good clothes, or a certain easy freedom of good-fellowship
covers the sappy pine of
may merely be the thin veneer that

assininity or the moral rottenness of character. Fortunate is
An
the chapter that discovers its mistake before it is too late.
other false value that deludes a chapter into wasting energy is a
social or family prominence of the man.
Closely akin to this

�
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reputation as an athlete or musician.
quahfications of a gold biick nature ; ninety per

all

These

freshman's

a

are

cent, of

a

man's recommendation should be character and an indication
Where
of tastes and ideals similar to those of the chapter.
these

found

are

honorable and
In

chapter should go ahead and employ
dignified means to win the man.
a

battle for

a

particularly

a

the waste of energy and effort

desirable

temptation is strong to
theatre
parties and elaborate
expensive
The

money.

is

waste

a

even

gained

never

if it is not

from

use

as

well

as a

rushing

methods

Such

a course

dinners.

extravagance, for an acceptance is
putting him under obligations. If

he does not like the individual members of a
indebtedness will not change his convictions.
as

there is beside

useless waste of

an

by

a man

man

entirely

an

every

chapter,

a sense

of

A grave mistake
waste of effort is made in too insistent urgings ; if

favorable

from his

impres
chapter a kind
Just as true as an ill-fitting block
refusal.
ness
of stone has caused the crumbhng of a great dam, so true is it
that a man of uncongenial tastes and ideas can cause immense
harm to the chapter body politic.
cannot arrive at

a man

sions and

opinions
by giving it a

of

a

a

chapter,

answer

he is

doing

own

that

chapter will not only avoid a waste of energy, but at the
employ the safest and most effective rushing method
by altering in no way the regular chapter life. If a false im
pression is given the chapter is the greatest looser; if the man
is won, by his later disillusionment; and in any event the en
A

time

same

deavor to be other than natural is

chapter presents during
hfe that is
the

ing

an
as

life is

foolish

sure

to prove

a

congenial

the

same

If the

style

of

or

men

unsuccessful.

member.

Noth

chapter of stu
sports." At the same

to witness than

pathetic
posing as "real bad
attempt at the opposite effect

more

dious, solid
about

waste and loss.
season

the whole year round the strain is less on
and at the same time the freshman that is at

members,
by that

time

a

rushing

common

tracted
is

the

is

a

equally

foolish and
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Energy should
pense of legitimate
no

sacrifice of time

avenues

of labor

importance
the

as

cause we
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by the chapter at the ex
loyal Delts we should spare
the Fraternity's cause, and few

not be conserved

exertion.
or

are

energy in
as

clearly indicated or of such essential
gaining new and worthy recruits to

the work of

cherish.

As
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TWO YEAR'S RECORD.
The term of the Arch
that

Chapter's

Karneas have become rather

our

service and the mile stones

sharply

divide

our

history

periods of two years. It is not within the editor's province
to deal with Delta Tau Delta's internal progress during the last
two years, the gratifying financial condition, the incroased value

into

of

Conferences,

or

the

standing of local Chapters ;
during this period deserve

but

our more

than a
public
the
who
followed
word.
Those
of
the
brothers
have
passing
im
in
not
fail
to
have
been
letters
this
can
journal
Chapter
pressed with the general strengthening and improvement all
along the line. Strong Chapters have grown stronger and the
weak ones have recovered lost ground in a thoroughlj' satisfac
tory manner. Chapters have progressed from rooms to rented

achievements

houses,

from rented houses to their

gratifying

laid

sure

property.

The most

feature of this

part of the Chapters

steadily

own

more

and

and

growth in power and excellence on the
has been that it has been accomplished

quietly, step by step. The foundations have been
deep, and the crowning success is something solid

and substantial.
In this

imbued with

period
new

Lambda have

two of

our

important Chapters

life and saved from extinction.
become

of

have been
Delta and
to the Fra

pride
ternity instead of objects of solicitous worry. The rejuvenation
of a Chapter with a worthy past is a greater cause for rejoicing
than the chartering of a new one.
We trust that new life can
be breathed into Beta Nu, and that Chapter be brought back to
once

more

sources

her old-time excellence.
The two years have
our roll needs

not that

gratifying increase in our family,
Chapters, but that the men who
that shelter our new Chapters are

seen a
more

compose and the institutions
both worthy of Delta Tau Delta and her ideals.

Gamma Delta

brings to our roll a creditable institution in the University of
West Virginia, and has added to the brotherhood a worthy con
tingent of loyal and enthusiastic fraters. Her standing in her
college world, her remarkable growth and solid achievements

EDITORIALS.
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already confirm the wisdom of the Arch Chapter in entrusting
Gamma Beta brings to
this body of petitioners with a charter.
us a splendid band of new Delts, already trained in fraternity
With the
life and loyal to our Fraternity's best traditions.
to
feed it we
Armour
Institute
and
institution
of
strong
growing
can look for the most satisfactory achievements by the youngest
With an unselfish and loyal regard for Delta
of the family.
Tau Delta's best interests the Arch Chapter has refused charters
to three bodies of petitioners since the adjournment of the last
Karnea.
In two cases at least the standing of the institution
was the prime cause, and Httle exception could be taken to the
personnel of the petitioning bodies.
During this period of time the growing strength and effi
ciency of our Alumni Chapters has been a cause of congratula
tion, and these have become prominent factors in the Fra
ternity's steady advance. The New York Alumni Chapter has
done much to make the last two Eastern Conferences the most
The Wisconsin and Philadelphia Chap
successful on record.
a chance to distinguish themselves by entertaining
respectively the next Karnea and Eastern Conference. The San
Francisco Chapter has not only been an elder brother to Beta
Rho and Beta Omega, but has brought back to a quickened life
in Deltaism many a worth brother almost forgotten and forget
ting on the far Pacific Coast. Of the Chicago Chapters Httle
need be said. It has been a model and star organization for years.
Its activity has only been limited by the fartherest horizon of
Delta Tau Delta's field of fraternity work.
The successes of the past are only stepping stones to the
future ; and while they make our hearts to glow with pride we
should not spend so much time in contemplating them that we
The thirty -sixth Karnea has offered
halt on our upward path.
it rests with it to plan new cam
and
it these tangible results,
paigns and with an eye single to the Brotherhood's needs and
highest welfare call to its service for another two years men
quaHfied to add new lustre to our stars and crescent and safely

ters will have

guard

our

sacred altar fires.
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In

completing with this number the twenty-fourth volume
Rainbow, as well as finishing the term of editorial duty
to which the thirty-fifth Kamea elected us, we have Httle to
These two
say in extenuation of, or apology for our work.
volumes are before the brothers for their judgemment, and the
obstacles we have met with, or the excuses we might offer for
various short-comings, are of interest to the editor alone.
If
in our pages we have succeeded in fittingly recording the grand
strides of progress the Fraternity has made, of reflecting justly
the noble flame that burn upon our altar, of echoing those prin
ciples of true manhood and worth that are Delta Tau Delta's
most precious teachings, we rest content.
Beside the initial assistance so kindly given us by Brother
Hughes we are under deep obligation to Brothers McClung,
Briick and Henning for constant help and assistance in our
labors of such a nature that a fitting acknowledgement is beyond
of The

our

to

powers.

our

To those who have from time to time contributed
owe much
thanks, their number precludes an

we

pages
individual acknowledgement.

By the courtesy and promptness
majority of our Chapter secretaries our labors have been
greatly lightended and the value of The Rainbow increased.
To the Fraternity at large, for its sufferance in
assigning us
these duties, we owe the greatest debt.
Our labors have been
to us not only a labor of love, but have
aniply compensated for
any sacrifices of time or leisure by the pleasant acquaintances
they have secured for us among the actives and the close touch
with Fraternity affairs they have engendered.
of

a

It has been

duties of
Where

our

a

matter of much

office have been

gratification to us that the
performed with so Httle friction.

misunderstandings have arisen a little display of fraternal
on both sides has
quickly readjusted matters. In gen
eral the forebearance and kindly courtesy of the brothers toward
us in our mistakes and their
ready response to our requests
have been conceived in loyalty to Delta Tau
Delta, and carried
courtesy
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out in

truly fraternal spirit. From the instances when a
kindly appreciation or encouragement has helped us in
our more
discouraged moments, we have gained a higher con
of
the true worth of our fraternal bond.
ception
It has been for us a high privilege that this opportunity
has been granted us to place our small tribute of labor on the
Fraternity's altar, and to have our small part in adding to that
noble edifice, consecrated by the past labors of so many loyal
and noble brothers, and destined we believe to reach a still
more towering height by the building of future Delts when our
small part shall have been forgotten and eclipsed.
With sin
cere regret we see our labors drawing to a close; but it has been
to us a treasured privilege to feel that however feeble, however
inefficient, still our hands and heart and brain have been
granted a brief opportunity to labor in the common cause, to
a

word of

�

receive the consecration that
Delta Queen.

It is with

no

little

pride

comes

the

from unselfish service of

Fraternity

welcomes

our

our

latest

in the person of Gamma Beta.
Seldom has a peti
tion been recommended to the consideration of the Arch Chap

acquisition

long and weighty list of
sponsors.
Technology has her past and
future faithfully and ably pictured in another part of this jour
nal, and the Fraternity is fortunate in entering so promising a
field so early.
The new brothers are a credit to the Fraternity
In the light of their past record we expect from
ideals.
and its
faithful
of service, and the most loyal guarding
them the most
Tau
Delta has reposed in them.
of the trust Delta
They come
and
we
and
trust the
into our ranks with experience
training,
of
and
a
source
mutual compact will prove
pride
profit to Delta
to
the men of
Tau Delta, and an appreciated opportunity
ter

so

unanimously

or

with such

Armour Institute of

Gamma Beta.

a

851
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KENDRICK CHARLES BABCOCK, Beta Eta, '89.

At the annual

San

Francisco,

speakers.

Banquet

The brother has

Pacific Coast

as

of the Merchants' Association of

Brother Babcock
come

was

one

to be in

of

great

the

principal

demand

lecturer and after-dinner

a

Babcock' s address is

printed

on

the

Brother

speaker.
regular monthly review of
the question of municipal

in the

Association, and deals with
ownership. It is not necessary to inform

the

those who

are

with the brother's work that the address is marked

famiHar

by

its

logic

and clearness.

GEORGE HORTON, Delta, '78.
*'

Like Another Helen/'

George Morton, Indianopolis,

Around the Cretian

uprising against

The Bowen-MerriU

Co.

their Turkish masters

in the year of 1897, Brother Horton has woven an interesting
A young Harvard graduate who is spending
tale of romance.
a year in foreign travel becomes fired with enthusiasm
bf the

tales he hears in Athens of the Turkish outrages in the island
of Crete, and determines to visit the island and see for himself.
The

supplies

story
and

cured passage
and finds for
soldier of

surgents.

by

an

opens aboard a Greek blockade runner carrying
to a band of insurgents.
The hero has se

arms

this bark

through influential friends in Athens,
fellow-passengers a Greek patriot and a Swedish
fortune who are going to cast in their lot with the in
on

Just

Enghsh

as

the bark is about to land she is discovered

gun boat and sunk.
on foot inland.

to shore and set out

The three passengers swim

They

simple
village
shepherd
by high mountains,
and are hospitably received by the Greek peasants.
At this point the second Helen appears on the scene in the
The
person of the beautiful daughter of the Greek priest.
Arcadian

of

folks shut in

come

upon

a

the

delta
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leader of the band of Turkish soldiers demands the maiden as
a contribution to his harem, and offers as a alternative the de
struction of the

The demand is refused and the vil

village.

prepare to defend the

only

lagers
renegade

entrance into the

valley.

A

Greek shows the Turks the easiest pass and the de
The maiden
fenders are driven back and the village burned.
with her father are taken prisoners, and the young American
decides to accompany the Turks in the role of war correspon
At the first halting place the priest is murdered by his
dent.

and the young American is the maiden's only hope.
body of the Turks goes to the assistance of another

guards

The main

band and leaves the Greek

girl

and the American under the

The hero kills his guards and
girl. They fall in with the Swedish lieutenant
and a band of insurgents he has collected.
They decide to lay
The
an ambush for the Turks who are by this time in pursuit.
Turks are routed, but in the meantime the Greeks have been

guard

of three of their number.

carries off the

scattered and

Helen's Turkish admirer seizes his chance to

By this time the young American per
carry her off again.
suades himself that he loves the fair Greek, and he and the
lieutenant decide to

they
So

learn that her

our

recover

her.

and native Christians

ships
on

by

refuge

in

a

Turkish

prisoner.

a massacre

of British sailors

In the confusion Helen

escaped

and later goes to her
While among the lepers

leper settlement,

the other side of the island.
seeu by the young American and

Helen has been

she has contracted the

prisoner

the Turks in Canea and the British

shelled the town.

and takes
uncle

a

to his house in Canea.

two adventurers set out to release the

In the meantime there has been

war

From

captor had taken her

disease,

he, thinking

determines to leave the island.

When the Swedish lieutenant finds his friend has thrown up the
and sets out to find
sponge he avows his own love for Helen,
her.

The

meets with

concluding paragraph
satisfactory reward.

assures

the

reader that he

a

The story is told with no little
rapidly and smoothly. One small

skill, and the action moves
exception might be taken to
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the

this

The young Greek

statement.

general

burden and he is

come a

wounded to
and in

later

a

patriot

seems

to be

summarily disposed of by being left
burning of the village. The author
not given this character a square deal,

in the

perish

to feel that he has

seems

rainbow.

chapter

we are

informed that he

was

rescued.

story
sharply divided into two parts. The earHer
a
is
part
description of the Greek village, and the simple pas
toral Hfe of the people; while the second half reeks with powder
The

is

mind the author is at his best in his earlier

vividness and

sureness

of these word

reading

tion of the life of the
In his

elaborate

more

effect and

an

an

a

second

artificial note that detracts, but in most of these
We repro
a strong charm for the reader.

sun

amber.

Are and blazed.

:

tiptop of Salamis saying good-night to the
of purple dust, shot through and through
flame.
The stately columns of the Parthenon were of
The church on the summit of Mount Lycabpttus caught

stood

Athens

with lances of

liquid

a

paintings a pleasure. His fine descrip
people has a charm of no mean order.
pictures there is a certain straining after

extract of each sort to illustrate

"The
world.

about his touch that makes

our

is

there is

descriptions
duce

rapine. To
chapters. There

and is lurid with the fire of Turkish

smoke,

on

was a

the

pillar

The mountain itself

was

hidden in the column of dust

suddenly, as if by a stroke
grand celestial magic, the glow died from everything as the
blood fades from a frightened face. The Parthenon was a pale stately
white, the ghost of the temple of a moment ago; the church on the hill
had turned gray ashes in place of fire. The sun had dropped behind
But now came a greater wonder: Hymettus and all the hills
Salamis.
that surround the lovely plain of Attica took on a deep, quivering,
unearthly tint of violet. The light was delicate, fluffy, spiritual. You
fancied it was fragrant; you imagined that all the fresh spring violets of
a hundred worlds had been plucked and poured sea deep over the hills."
and the church floated in mid-air.
of

Then

some

�

'

'An air of indescribable sadness

hangs over a deserted town. Any one
shepherd village, from which the inhabi
tants have gone for the summer, expecting to return again when the first
snow of autumn drive them down from the mountains, has e^xperienced
this feeling. Here is the fountain, where the slender, merry maidens
met at sundown, to gossip and fill their water jars; here is the cafe under
where the old men gather together under the platane tree and smoke and
who has

ever

passed through

a

the

delt.\.
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dream of the

long ago; here is a secret nook, guarded by sweet poverty
vines, where lovers held tryst in the fragrant twilight. But all is lonely,
lonely.
splashed with a melancholy sound, the tables and chairs
platane tree, and the lovers let us hope they
have fled together.
The spirit of loneliness dwells where man has
been and is not in a tenantless house, in the chamber of death, by the
"The water

are

gone from under the

-

�

camp fire in a vast wilderness.
"As you follow the street of a deserted town you hear nothing but
the splash, splash of the waters of the fountain or the enquiring twitter
embers of

of

some

a

little bird.

Perhaps a cat, tamed more by solitude than by
purring with diplomatic fervor. But these
break the silence, they are its foil, its background."

hunger, tiptoes
sounds do not

The

appeared

to meet you,

following review of his book by Brother Horton
in a Chicago paper, may be of interest :

which

The American says of my new story, "Like Another Helen," that it
"
is "the best adventure story since Stevenson's 'Treasure Island.'

The Tribune says that it has "too much of historical truth to be
'
Prisoner of Zenda,' and it is too modern for the sword

classed with the

and cloak romance,
fiction."

yet it has the engrossing interest of both styles of

The Times-Herald that "it will be read

by the grandchildren of

those

who first acclaim it."
The Chronicle that "whether

scriptions,
will prove

one reads the book for its poetic de
sthrilling narrative, or for its unique love story, the interest
all absorbing, increasing, as the story advances.

its

"

"

Mr. Horton's new novel makes stronger than
The Record says that
his title to a place of distinction among the writers of fiction."

ever

cordially recommend the tale to their
that, on the whole, the verdict is practically unanimous here
home City of Chicago.

The .lournal and Post also

readers,
jii my

so
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ALPHA�ALLEGHENY COLLEGE.
At this time

we take pleasure in introducing to the frater
Gentz, '04, of Reynoldsville, Pa. and Mr. Frank
lin E. Cutler, '04, of Edinboro, Pa.
With the addition of
these initiates, we had no difficulty in holding our own at the
annual Pan-Hellenic banquet, which passed off so successfully
this year. On April 17, the Greeks went about during the en
tire day decked in red and black, and at night marched from
the campus to the banquet hall amid the uproarious yell of
"Pan, Pan, Pan; Pan Hellenic Pan; Phi Psi, Phi Gam, Phi
Delta Theta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Delta Tau Delta; Rah for
Allegheny," which was interspersed with the separate fraternity
yells. Brother Dull in his toast did fitting honors to "The
Sisters," while Bros. Walter G. Harper, '98, and John H. Mc
Closkey, '98, did themselves and the Fraternity credit.

nity

Mr. Jas.

It would not be

,

just

to omit

the Pan

Heavenly banquet

of

the sororities, which followed a week later. According to all
accounts, the Greek damsels seemed to have spent a delightful
evening and on their way home disturbed the slumbering in

by their frat yells.
Allegheny is bringing to a close one of the most prosper
ous years in its history.
To the $30,000 chapel and the $10,000
observatory, mentioned in the last Rainbow, has been added
a magnificent sum for a new library, to be
completed within a
year. The donor has modestly withheld his name.
habitants

G. S.

Davenport.
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DELTA

BETA� OHIO UNIVERSITY.

On the evening of April 27, Mr. William Perry, of New
England, Ohio, was pledged to Beta. Mr. Perry is an ex
cellent student and a very popular young man among the
Student body. He is very promising as a fraternity man and
we feel that, after he has been initiated into the mysteries and
secrets of Delta Tau, Beta will have one more loyal brother
always concerned for her highest interests.
Beta's condition is good and we have improved constantly
since the opening of the fall term. We hope before long to
have

of

a

chapter house,

our men room

and have made

in the

same

some progress,
house this term.

as

five

On the evening of March 9 we gave a reception to our
lady friends. For some time past these receptions have been
enjoyable occasions, and this was no exception.
We are looking forward with great pleasure to our third
annual outing at Lakeside Park, near Columbus, in June.

These events have

proved

so

enjoyable

in former years that

await the

day.
Several of our men responded to invitations to the Pi Beta
Phi Dinner at Hotel Berry, April 26. The parlor and diningroom of the hotel were artistically draped in wine and blue,

we

eagerly

and the air

was

redolent of the odor of flowers which
served and

profuse.

An elaborate

time

had by the twenty-five couples present.

was

menu

was

an

were

enjoyable

With commencement this year we lose from our active
membership Brother J. C. Evans. This will be a serious loss
to

Beta,

as

Brother Evans has

Beta's welfare and
he ^viIl be with

us

prosperity.
in spirit, and

always

We
we

are

labored

zealously

for

assiired, however, that

wish him

success

wherever

his lot shall be cast.
R. F.

Bishop, Jr.
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GAMMA� WASHINGTON AND
JEFFERSON

COLLEGE.
Base ball is now in full
swing here. In spite of the heavy
athletic debt under which the
management labored, it has suc
ceeded in putting a
very good team on the field. Out of five
games we have won three and lost two.

Judge Mcllwain, of Washington, has
sand dollars towards the
erection of a
aratory department.

The

September.
Gamma intends
The date has

ton.

nounced later.

We

to

give

not

given twenty thou

dormitory

building

will be

for the

preo-

completed by
^

next

banquet this spring at Washing
yet been decided upon, but will be an

hope

a

to

greet

occasion.

a

great many Delts

on

this

In the
sented

college play to be given this month we are repre
by Brothers Stockton and Weitzel, Brother
Stockton

having the leading part.
.

^^' ^^^P*""" �f
^'PJ^a Tau
lu'u^!^''^
ed here in 1882 and died in
the

esjabhs twenty-second

on

tne

of

yeaf,

which

was

was

revil^ed

February. The roll of the chapter
The initiation took
place at Pittsburg.
entered a house the first of
April. Alpha Tau
the only
fraternity here not in a house.

numbers twelve

Kappa Sigma
Omega IS now

Omega,

same

men.

F. G. Clarke.

DELTA-UNIVERSITY

OF MICHIGAN.

'�"^' '^'^ ^^^"'"^^othrTrT;/"''?.'^''�"""'''^'P^^^'^^^
mayflowers

<=-"�es

�"

wood
woods,

there

voices

are

T
down

others

"'''�'

m

^"d

and

in the

m the
glen below us, which hint that
the wood besides our own

spring-stricken

DELTA

THE

selves, the deserted gymnasium,
over

je

we

the

library benches

sais

quoi in the

few

more

fate,

to
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handfull scattered

sleepy

a

these and the listless

�

feeling

of

�

of

very air, remind us that we have but a
weeks to remain in dear old Ann Arbor; perverse

leave her just
"spring things."

as

she is

her

looking

prettiest

with her

So then, Delta will soon have finished
her year, so pregnant with possibilities; nor can we say that
we have been
disappointed. Surely the most wildly imagina
new

tive could not have

regained,

hoped for more; her old place and prestige
by sturdy, well-seasoned Ann Arbor oak and
by obligations: quid majv^l

backed

unincumbered
The

question of a chapter house
probably terminate in a happy
opening of college next year.
!wiil

is

being

considered and

decision in time for the

We have been honored and
foar visitors since

Taylor

our

last

gladdened by the presence of
writing Bros. Hughes, Tarbot,
�

and Louwerse.

Brother

Hughes gave
the general

fitable talk

on

chapter a very pleasant and pro
poHcies of the Fraternity,
advice on practical methods of run
the

and social

a good deal of sound
ning things. The afternoon

and

was

spent in the informal discus

sion of local conditions and future

spent

plans,

and the

at the Indoor Athletic Meet at Waterman

evening was
Gymnasium.

day, Sunday, the chapter and a large number of uni
versity men and townspeople had the pleasure of hearing
Bro. Hughes at the Methodist Church; his subject being, "A
The next

Portrait of

Jesus."

Bro. Converse

dropped

attended the Beloit game.
with us next year.

in upon us on the 27th (April) and
Brother Converse expects to be

With best wishes to her sister

chapters

and

friends, with

a

good constitution behind her, and a bright future before her,
at peace with the world and herself, Delta closes a most suc
cessful year.
William

Hoyt

Worrell.
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EPSILON� ALBION COLLEGE.
The spring term at Albion is nearly half passed, and the
student who ordinarily has spent his time studying or in the

class-room, is

now

tempted

to

spend

his afternoons

strolling

about the campus, or watching the teams at work on the athletic
field, of which Albion now has one of the finest in Michigan.
In

fraternity

life there has been little of interest to

happen

last letter, but some important changes have occurred
to the college.
Dr. John P. Ashley, who for the past four
years has been president of the college, has been obliged to

since

our

resign owing
been

a

to

failure in his health.

very successful

one

His administration has

here, and the college has received

much benefit from his work.

Brother Samuel Dickie has been

acting-president by the Board of Trustees until
June, when Dr. Ashley's successor will be chosen.
The college has received a gift of ten thousand dollars for
a new library
building, the work on which will be begun before
the first of June, and pushed to completion. Governor Bliss,
who was contemplating erecting such a structure, has an
continued

as

nounced his intention to build

a

music hall and auditorium

instead.
Albion
met

can

justly

be

and defeated two

same

subject,

letics the

of her

debating team.
Allegheny,

Alma and

It has
on

the

ditferent sides of the question. In ath
is well under way. The base ball team, under

but

season

proud
colleges.

on

leadership of Bro. Davis, is doing exceptionally fine work,
liaving thus far won two of the six games in the schedule for
the championship of Michigan. On April 27 it defeated the
team from Michigan Agriculture College 19 to 3, and May 4
defeated Hillsdale 13 to 2. Epsilon is represented by four men
It is a little early to predict the success of the
en the team.
the

track team, but

training

thus far is very

encouraging.

THE
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On May 3 and 4 occurred the Conference of the Seventh
Division of the Sigma Nu Fraternity at Albion. The dele

gates

entertained at

were

the various societies.
nual

"May
a

receptions by the local chapters of
May 21, 22, 23 occur the fourth an

Musical Festival" of Albion

College.

Albion has

only school of its size to support
being
carnival of music as this annual event, securing each

the distinction of

such

On

the

of the best artists in this country.
Epsilon feels keenly the loss of two of her best men, Bro.
Ora L. White has accepted a position as bookkeeper in the

year

some

Ogemaw County Bank,

at

West

Branch, Mich.,

Homer Lash has received

a position as
Jonesville, Michigan.
On March 18 the chapter received a
Hughes, which was heartily enjoyed by

factory
H.

and Bro.

chemist in the cement

at

visit from Bro. E.
the members, and

each feels that the words of advice offered will be of much

benefit.

Another such visit will be welcomed.

Frank E. Church.

ZETA�ADELBERT COLLEGE.

Since the

writing

of the last letter, considerable increase
fraternity men at Adelbert

has been made to the number of

chapters. Alpha
fraternity that has repre
The other new chapter is a
sentation at this institution.
local organization called Kappa Phi Epsilon. Both chapters are
starting on a fairly sound basis. The local society, on the
whole, has the better representation. These new chapters will
enter the fraternity "rush" next fall with energy and spirit,
owing to the necessity of securing a stable footing. This will
and
arouse a corresponding activity among the older chapters,
conbe
more
men
will
new
for
race
sharply
consequently the
College by
Omega

Tau

the

installation

of

two

makes the sixth national

new
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Our rivals have hitherto been Delta

tested than before.
pa

Epsilon, Alpha

RAINBOW.

Delta

Kap

Phi, Delta Upsilon and Beta Theta

Pi.
The Reserve base ball team of the

season

of 1901 has been

organized and the schedule of games begun. The track team
is in active training for the coming dual meet with Case School
of

Applied Science.
Field-day manager.

Brother Rose is
Brother

Morgan

actively engaged

as

will enter the distance

usual.

runs as

The Glee and Mandolin Club has

enjoyed a most success
Shepher, '00.
With the coming of fine spring days Zeta Chapter has
found reason to congratulate itself on the position of the fra
ternity rooms. Being situated in Adelbert Hall, on the col
lege campus, the rooms are, in almost every respect, conve
nient and have, in addition, a fine view of the grounds and
Wade Park opposite. At one side are located the buildings
of Case School, the campus of which adjoins that of Adelbert.
Beyond the scientific school a new boulevard with a BrookIn the rear of the
way Park is rapidly nearing completion.
college is one of the newest and most desirable residence dis
tricts of Cleveland Euclid Heights. Although we have aban
doned an individual house, it can be truthfully said that the
ful

season

under the management of Brother

�

other Adelbert

chapters

envy

us

our

Stakes have already been driven,

position.
outlining

the

new

Chem

istry and Geology Laboratory, to be erected in the near future.
Preparations are being made to make the coming com
mencement the most memorable in the history of the Univer
sity. The seventy-fifth anniversary of Adelbert College oc
curred

a

The

short time ago.

college

nomenal

year, soon to close, has not been one of phe
for Zeta Chapter, nor has it shown a lack of

success

prosperity.
quite sound

The

chapter feels

itself

on

comfortable and

a

basis and the outlook for next year is brighter than
it has been for some time past. There will be no necessity for
a

change

of

residence,

nor

reason

to fear

a

burden of debt.
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There

are now eighteen men in the
chapter; three of them,
Brothers Rose, Morgan and Scott, will graduate in June.
Brothers Morris and Caldwell have been selected to repre

the

chapter at the convention in Milwaukee in August
something unexpected occurs, one or both of
them will accompany Brother Arter. We hope others will
find it possible to go, and enjoy one of the fraternity expe
riences, which it is impossible to forget.
sent

next.

Unless

Owen Wilcox.

KAPPA� HILLSDALE COLLEGE.
President

Hughes paid

March, the result of which

the Hillsdale
was

Chapter

of receiving and entertaining her
appreciated by Kappa. About

alumni assembled in the afternoon at the hall.

dial, helpful visit followed, when all adjourned
a

of

six o'clock dinner.
an

antly

The hour

was a

evening lecture,

but the time

used.

Hughes

President

visit in

a

satisfactory. The honor
worthy president was highly
twenty of our chapter and

most

A most

cor

to the hotel for

little shortened because

was

profitably

closed with

a

very

and pleas
interesting

toast to Delta Tau.

This informal visit of

bered

our

president

will be

long

remem

of great helpfulness, as well as of good cheer, and
welcomes its return. She would live in the joy of all so

as one

Kappa
highly cherished

memories.

She welcomes

always

each Delta

Tau.

Intercollegiate Field-day will be held this year at
which Kappa sincerely hopes to meet the mem
A few good men will
some of our other chapters.

The State

Hillsdale,
bers of

at

represent her in the several events. Brothers Whelan and
Timms in tennis; Brothers Green, Agnew, Ward and Timms
in track athletics, and Brother Gillett, who is captain of the
base ball team.

�
.

,
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We

are

glad

C. Kimball and

to

RAINBOW.

introduce to all Deltas two
the

Guy Green,

standing

circles is most commendable.

college

with them

men, Ora

The

boys who have
college
accept positions have all taken
the square badge, and the tie that binds them to
Delta assures their lasting co-operation in her

been called from
Delta Tau

new

of both of whom in

tO'

interests.
Claud A. Bean.

LAMBDA� VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY.
The number of square badges worn about the campus con
even this late in the session.
With this letter

tinues to increase
Lambda takes

pleasure in introducing to the fraternity at large
Clyde Grissam, 1902, law. We have another man
under pledge and possibly will get one more.
Two of our men. Brothers Lenehan and Bynum, have late
taken
their degrees in medicine and left for home. But the
ly
most serious loss to the chapter was the recent withdrawal
from the University of Brother Ira B. Bush, in order to accept
a $1200 position as teacher at Athens, W. Va.
We have just received a visit from Brother Starr, of Beta
Theta, University of the South, Sewanee, who is spending two
Brother C.

v/eeks in Nashville.
In the State Board of

Brother

Pharmacy Examination,

Richard Smith, of Columbia, Class 1900, made the highest
grade. The examination was held here in the Capitol city.
At present athletic matters

ball prospects
cluded
our

a

were never

series of

team

made

a

brighter.

in fine condition.

The team has

Base

just

con

games with Nashville League, in which
creditable showing against the professionals.

seven

�Our crack team is

training

meet to be held in New

for

are

under

Orleans.

an

efficient coach for the

Everything promises

success

among the Creoles.
We close with fraternal wishes to all.
us

J.

R. Fisher.
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MU� OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY.
This is the term for out-door athletics.
Wesleyan has suc
ceeded this year in putting into the field two excellent base
ball teams, both of which have played most
satisfactory ball.
This is due in no small part to Coach Sarsfield, of
Syracuse

University,

who has worked hard to

present shape,

and to him much of

Delta Tau is

more

bring

the

our success

than satisfied with her

boys

into their

is due.

representation

the

'Varsity team, four of our men holding down positions
there. Brother Leon P. Hills has been pitching in cham

on

pionship form, as was expected of him. Hills is a veteran, hav
ing pitched for the University of Denver, and having been for
two years a regular member of the Wesleyan team.
The re
ceiving end of the battery is another Delta Tau, Brother B.
Rickey, and his equal in the position has not been seen here
for many moons.
Brother Edgar Appel, who played third
base on the '98 team, is in college again, and is covering all
the territory at short; and the fastest man in our out-field this
year is Brother W. J. Andrews. A fast chapter team is ex
pected.
Track athletics also is engaging some attention.
Pro
fessor Stearns has done wonders with the material at his

mand, and has aroused great interest in his work.
�done much for athletics at

com

He has

Wesleyan.
spring election for officers of the Athletic Associa
tion, Brother C. Edgar Persons scored heavily for Delta Tau.
After a warm contest, not strictly along fraternity lines,
Brother Pejsons, by a vote of 107 to 46, was elected president
His opponent was
�. f the association for the ensuing year.
Phi Gamma Delta. This opposition of a fra
a member of
ternity man was caused by the fact that nominations for offices
are made by a faculty committee, from names presented to
them for consideration by the association members at large.
At the
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pleasure
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of

presenting

to

the

fraternity

her

latest initiates. Brothers R. L. Shields and I. E. Martin. These
additions to our ranks have, however, been met this time by
the loss of two other men, whom we were sorry to see go.
Brothers George D. Liles and Roll W. Marchant have com

pleted their work in the Commercial Department of the Uni
versity, and left college. Brother Liles is located in Toledo,
Ohio.
This

chapter

has elected Brother Hills to represent her at

the Karnea to be held in Milwaukee this summer, and Brother
Persons goes as alternate.
Arthur N. Day.

OMICRON� UNIVERSITY OF IOWA.
Since

last correspondence a terrible conflagration has
University. On the night of March ninth, the
medical building was discovered in flames, which spread rapid
ly to South Hall, a collegiate building standing near. Both
were total losses.
The collegiate building which burned is
rrore of a loss from its historical connection with the University
and the fine forensic halls it contained. To the heavy loss on
the medical building must be added the destruction of an unreplaceable museum and several personal collections. The fire

visited

will in

our

our

no

way interfere with the school

work, since all

prepara

tion for its continuance has been made and will
lead to the erection of

an

even

finer and

eventually
better equipped

building.
In the recent

graduation of G. M. Middleton, from the
department, we lose a brother to whom we are greatly
indebted for his efforts in the completion of our chapter house
medical

and the present success we have attained.
With the opening of the new term we have the
of announcing the initiation of four new men F. F.

pleasure

Hanson,
Maquoketa; R. J. Lynch, Eagle Grove; J. J. Borland, Iowa
�

THE

City,

and

'of these
even a

DELTA

J. Beckman, Minneapohs,
we

feel

our

success

greater degree
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Minn.

With the addition

of this year will be continued in

next year.

Interest in athletics is

height. Base ball, track
bringing
plenty of candidates. We
have three men on the Varsity squad in base ball. Brother
Williams will, without a doubt, play the same position he did
in last year's Varsity.
We opened the Pan Hellenic ball schedule, for which a
seventy-five dollar silver cup is the trophy offered, by defeating
the Alpha Chi Rhos 11-5. We are practising hard with the
athletic and tennis

now

at its
out

are

determination to win.
The

Junior Promenade,

the social event of the

month,

great success, thanks to the conscientious work of the
mittee, on which Brothers Crowell and Lynch served.

a

was

com

We gave an informal dance at the chapter house last week
in honor of Jessie Scott, one of our alumni, who is visiting us
and who

hopes to return to college next
regards to sister chapters,

year.

With kind

H. F. Kuhlmeier.

PI_UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI.
Since the last communication from Pi, nothing of unusual
happened, except that the base ball season is well

interest has

under way and the day set for field sports is almost upon us.
We have been very successful in our base ball team, having
won nine out of eleven games so far played, and with the proba
the games yet to be played.
this year is by far the best she
and the boys are coming up fully to

bility of continued success
Mississippi's base ball team
has had for many
every

expectation.

seasons

Pi is

in

represented

on

the team

by

Brothers

Scales, Nash, Myers, W. D., and McFarland, who is captain.
Pi expects also to have several of her men enter the field
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sports and
her

capture several of the prizes, thereby sustaining
phase of athletics. Brother Faut,

to

previous
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record in this-

who is manager, reports that
bright for a successful day.
As commencement

forward with
a?

pleasure

prospects

approaches,
to

exceptionally

are

the students

are

looking

the exercises then to be had

elsewhere. Pi will be well represented,

as

Brothers

Here,

Hunting

ton, Farish and McFarland will receive their diplomas. Brother
Nash is a member of the Commencement Ball Committee,

president of the German Club.
acknowledge with pleasure the recent visit of
Brother Farrar, president of the Southern Division. Brother
Farrar spent a most pleasant day with us and the boys were
delighted with him, both personally and officially, and we
The chapter feels that
were alL reluctant to see him depart.
his visit was one of both benefit and enjoyment.
We enjoyed visits recently from Brothers Kier, McDonnell
and Clayton, all three of law, 'oo. They all, though recently
graduated, report lucrative practices.
In closing, Pi extends to all her sister chapters her best
wishes for an enjoyable vacation, and especially sends greet
ings to our new chapter at Armour Institute.
Geo. B. Myers.

and Brother Farrish is
Pi desires to

RHO� STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

college year find Rho in a
three
seniors will soon leave us,
Our
condition.
prosperous
but we already have three men pledged to fill the gap, and
The last few weeks of another

expect

to

have

no

difficulty

in the fall in

getting

several others.

year has been a satisfactory one.
initiated five men; there have been a number of

The

ments

been

closing

made in the house; the true

pronounced
maintained our standing
more

fraternity spirit

W^,e have

improve
has

never

in evidence, and we have
at Stevens in every respect.

or

more

THE

It is

DELTA

perhaps egotistical

self, but

the

to
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repeat

a

story creditable

be out of

to

one's

The father of

following may
place:
young fellow who expected to come to Stevens asked a
member of the faculty which he considered the best fraternities
not

a

at Stevens,
good one.

as

he desired his

The

to

son

become

a

member of

a

that Beta Theta Pi, Chi Psi
the best
but he did not name them

professor replied

and Delta Tau Delta

were

�

in this order.
To repeat a request which we have frequently made: "If
any Delt knows of a good man who is coming to Stevens, let us
know at once."

Rho sends best wishes to all her sister

vacation, and for

ant

most

a

successful

chapters

beginning

for

a

pleas

of another

year.

F.

J. Youngblood.

UPSILON� RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTI
TUTE.
In this
in

our

introducing

last

letter, until the fall term,

to you

all Martin

J. Coyne

and

take

pleasure
Loyd Olmstead,

we

latest initiates.

our

nothing has transpired to alter our
customary enjoyable fraternity life, which we wonder now
how we could get along without. We have within the last
Since the last letter

quarters, 45 Fourth street, where
v.-e will remain until arrangements are completed for our mov
ing into a new house, which will take place sometime next
week moved into

summer

fall.
We

expect

to loose

three

by graduation.

Outside of these,

all but one will return, thus, with our two latest initiates and
with four or five good men in view, we can open the fall term
as strong, if not stronger, than we opened the present

ijust

year.
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Reviews and examinations

are once more

mencement exercises wiU this year be

on

the

us.

upon

19th

of

Com

June.

A few weeks ago we were honored by a visit from both
J. C. Ranney, '96, and G. H. Showers, '00. It is a great
pleasure to all of us to have these visits from our old mem
bers, for we think they still show an interest in us. We think
every Delt should make it a practice to visit any chapter of
his fraternity which he may be near in his travels.
John More Grant will be our delegate to the Karnea. We
wish we could all go.
We close with best wishes for

only

sister

chapters
holidays.
happy

our

each and every member will have

and

hope

C. D. Conwell.

PHI�WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY.
The past three months
from

a

and Lee have

been,

fraternity standpoint, uneventful, consequently

there

at

Washington

is little to say that will be of interest to our readers. The
future of the University seems unusually bright, and with in
creased endowment
to carry

on

Washington

its work than

Trustees has elected

no

ever

and Lee will be better fitted

before.

successor

to

As yet, the Board of
late president, Wil

our

liam L. Wilson, but it is currently expected that they will do
so at their meeting in June.
Much interest centres round

their choice, but there
selected.
Brother Andrews,
conducted it

seems

captain

as

of the

through one
University

of the

be little

to

idea who will be

of the base ball team, has
successful seasons in the

most

and

everybody feels proud of the
representatives on one of
the boat crews here
Stone and Pendleton, the former being
stroke for the crew. It is likely that they will win out in the
June races, though the contest promises to be exciting
Jiistory

record it has made.

We have two

�

We have

lately

THE
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visit from Brother

Drake,

of Port

Gibson, Miss., charter member of Phi, who is always welcome
Brother Mcllhany, another charter member, has
among us.
a

also favored

with his presence several

us

during the

times

session.
We

are

glad

and wish the

so

new

yet elected

not

to welcome Armour Institute into

our

chapter every possible
representative to the Karnea,

our

band

We have

success.

but will do

soon.

In closing we congratulate the editor for the excellent
issues of the Rainbow which have been gotten out under his

supervision, and also
operated with him.

those

chapters

which have
Ben.

faithfully

co

Douglas Causey.

CHI�KENYON COLLEGE.
a regular and rather un
February witnessed the Junior
Promenade, which most of the chapter attended. The day
following the chapter gave a reception to the visiting young
ladies and also those in town at their rooms in the dormitory.
This was followed by six weeks of Lent, during which time the
men were content to dig into their books.
The term closed with Lent and since the opening base
"ball has received the most attention in a college way. Chi has

Since the last letter Chi has led
The middle of

eventful life.

the team, Brandon, 'o2, centre field, and

two

men on

^04,

left field.

Within the past two weeks the tennis
opened up. Chi has three men who play

season

daily.

Jackson,
has been

Her team

in doubles will try for first in the tournament.
Brother Jay A. Higbee, Jr., left college at the opening of
the term to accept a position in a Cleveland wholesale house.

However, he is doing his class work outside of college and
will

graduate

on

June 26th.

liiiiii

�
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the close of last term Albert H. Brick-

cii.'Stein, of Denver, Col. He with Brothers Morris (captain),
Brandon, and Jackson will represent Chi in the field meet
Kenyon has with O. S. U., May 13.
Our rivals

writing
college

We have

'03;

of the

are

same

except D. K. E., who is
of one of her best men.

strength they
strengthened by

visits from Brothers Sherrard, Gamma,
Grier, Chi '97, and C. S. Reifsnider, Chi '98.

Chi would like to have visits from

day, June

at last

enjoyed

William A.

mencement

were

the return to

week, which is from

a

number of Delts

Saturday, June

com

22, to Thurs

27.

Geo. B. Voorheis.

OMEGA�UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Omega
Delts her

takes great

pleasure

in

introducing to all brother
Meyers, 1904 college, and

initiates, Bro. E. B.
Brother C. P. Colby, 1903 medical.
new

in

the

We also take great pleas
us of Brother R.
J.

affiliation

with

announcing
Bullard, Beta Upsilon, '99
ure

Just

too late for insertion in

our

last letter

came

the

news

that Bro H. A. Gibbons had been elected senior editor of the

Red and Blue

our

also been elected

monthly magazine.

an

Bro. McCutcheon has

editor of the Ped and

tion carried off first honors in the

Blue, and in addi
Sophomore Declamation

Contest.
On The Pennsylvanian, our daily paper, another Delt,
Brother Irving, has been elected assistant managing editor.
On Senior Committees I think I may say Omega has her
full share of representatives. We have men on every import
ant

committee, large

portant
The

we

have two

general

course, since

or

small, and

representatives

on

athletic outlook for this

we

have decided

to

two

of the most im

each from

send

spring
a

chapter.
bright. Of
the Henley

our

is

crew to

DELTA
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Pegatta, rowing is the most talked of sport down here. Pennsjlvania is putting four crews on the water this year, the
Henley crew taking precedence of all others. Then there is
the Poughkeepsie crew, which is going to attempt to win the
inter-collegiate race for the fourth consecutive time; a fouroared crew, and the Freshman College crew. In base ball, so
far as our practice games show, we seem to have a fairly strong
We have lost several of

team.

and

our star

athletes

on

the track,

of

winning the inter-collegiates at New York
this year are not very bright. The prospects are good for a
winning cricket team, and we hope to repeat our performance
cf last year and win the inter-collegiate championship.
hopes

our

The annual
cm

April

relay

27, and

games of the University were held here
five hundred athletes took part in them

over

from universities, colleges and schools all over the country.
Both from a social and athletic point of view this seventh an
nual athletic carnival
success

ing

did not

come

was a

in

our

from the results of the

seem

to be very

strong

great

success,

direction

on

although

the athletic

that afternoon.

Judg

games, Yale and Harvard both
this year on the track, Yale owing

relay

to her success in regaining Mike
Murphy as her trainer, after that gentleman had turned out
three winning track teams for Pennsylvania. Yale, Harvard
and Pennsylvania will have a great struggle for first this year
v.t Mott Haven, and a few points will be decisive either way.
Phi Kappa Psi and Psi Upsilon recently held division con
ferences in this city.
Examinations are but three weeks oif and all our thoughts
arc beginning to "lightly turn" towards those beloved sub
jects.
Omega bids all her sister chapters farewell for the coming

nmch

of

her

strength

summer, and wishes them all the best of

perity

for the

coming

success

and pros

fall.
W. Paul O'Neill.
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BETA ALPHA� INDIANA UNIVERSITY.
We

have

lately initiated Brother Sanford Trippet, of
Hazleton, Ind.; Brother Aiden Marvin Highley, of Converse,
Ind., and Brother James Lester Pinks, of Clarion, Pa., and it
is with pleasure that I introduce these new Deltas to the
fra
ternity at large. Our chapter roll now numbers seventeen
men, which is larger than it has been for several
years. We
lose but two men by graduation this
spring, and next fall we
.expect

to start with at least twelve old

men.

We have also

pledged two men in the senior class of the Bloomington
Preparatory School, both of whom will enter college next fall.
An inter-fraternity base ball
league has been formed here
for the purpose of
developing material for the Varsity. Each
fraternity plays every other, and as Indiana has eight frats,
fifty-six games are scheduled. Much interest is being mani
fested in these games, and thus far
they have been attended by

good crowds. Our first game is scheduled with Phi Gamma
Delta, whom we consider our strongest contestant for first
place.

Kappa Kappa Gamma has offered a silk pennant to the
winner of the greatest number of
games.
Brother Harry Tonsley, of
Chicago, spent several days
with us this week.
We also

enjoyed

Montgomery,

of

a

visit from Brothers

Beta Psi, who

were

Haines, Messina and
here with the Wabash

base ball team.
S. L. Schwarz.

BETA GAMMA�UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.

Since

our

pleasure
Hamilton,

in

of

last letter

we

have Initiated three

introducing to the Fraternity
Marriette, Wisconsin; Donald

men

and take

WilHam
Karn

George

Frost,

ol

THE

Winona, Minnesota,
Wisconsin.

addition to

These
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and Sanford Putnam
are

excellent
and to the

chapter

our

DELTA

men

Stacks, of Madison,

and make

valuable

a

Fraternity.

Life at Wisconsin is at its best at this
the lakes

used to great advantage
different athletic teams are at work
are

by

season of the
year,
the students and the

as

well

school work. This combination affords
well

variety

as

as

of

plenty

regular
enjoyment as
our

for the Wisconsin student.

Wisconsin for the first time in many years has a base ball
proud. Her standing so far is looo per
cent, in the championship roll, having defeated Michigan, Min

team, of which she is
and

nesota

play.

Northwestern,

with

and Illinois yet to

Chicago

^

Our track team is

showing

up

well, and

we

hope to win
good men

the Western

bunch of

to the

The

inter-collegiate and send a
Pan-American Exposition in July.

hard and expect to surpass the excellent
the Hudson last year.

ing

Brothers Kendall Clock and A. D.
a

of

couple

brothers

are

Brother

days

with

with the

us

since

Chicago

our

Mayo,

of

work

made

on

Chicago, spent

last letter.

Both these

Record-Herald.

of Green

James McGillen,

crews are

showing

Bay,

was

in the

city

dur

ing the past month and spent a couple of days getting accjuainted with the new boys. Jimmy has the true spirit and
we only wish he could be with us longer.
Beta Gamma will give her annual formal party May 30
and
we

can

banquet May 31. While
glad to meet and

will be

be with

not reach you all,
entertain any and all Delts who

invitations will

us.

J. H. Maxon, of Necedoh, was in to see us Easter
while attending a Teachers' Convention; also Brother Dennison, of Beta Pi, who is teaching in Wisconsin.
Brother Samuel P. Connor has gone to New York city to
accept a position with a larger firm of contractors. In losing
Brother

Brother

chapter

Connor
ever

had.

we

lose

Though

one

out

of the best
of

supporters the

school for the past two
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always
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took

a

deep interest

in close touch with

our

By
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us

and

in the

ever

advancement.

chapter and was
ready to do anything

the time this letter is

published we will be finishing this
school year. As we look back
upon it we feel gratified with
its results and hope our sister
can do the

chapters

same.

M.J. CLEARY.

BETA EPSILON� EMORY COLLEGE.
Final examinations
interest in every other

close upon us and
consequently
department of college life is lagging.
been idle. Since our last letter we have
are

However, we have not
pledged another man in
Every one of our pledged
places

for commencement.

Our

w'^

are

the
men

sub-Freshman department.
probably get speakers'

will

college annual, the Zodiac, will be out in a few days and
expecting a fine issue. Brother Jordan, the statistical

editor, has done some very fine work in his department and
has reflected much credit on Beta
Epsilon.
In the pohtical world we have been
a

taking

stand.

very

prominent

The election for the editorial staff of the
Phneni-c, our
college monthly, was held on May 6 and we had the pleasure
of seeing Brother Hutchison, of the
Junior Class, elected by
a safe
majority. He will be Exchange Editor.
Beta Epsilon has been
finely represented in athletics this
year. Brother Redding, one of the star players of the
college,
is catching on the Varsity team, while Brothers
Bunn,
Hutcheson and Davis are on minor teams.

Jordan^

Ahogether

this has been

one of our most
prosperous years,
will miss the presence and
encouragement of
the four who are soon to leave us, still we intend to
persevere
in our efforts to make our
Freternity the best in the world

and while

we

THE

We will

move

into

occupy is
inconvenient location.
one we now

The Delta
events
us

and

new

DELTA

club-rooms next

entirely

reception

too

will be

of commencement.
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one

of the

The

September.

small and is also in

important

a

very

social

Several fair friends will be with

expecting a very enjoyable time.
Epsilon send? greetings and best wishes

we are

Beta

to each

Delta.

Thos. Carleton Hutcheson.

BETA ZETA� UNIVERSITY OF INDIANAPOLIS.

The

spring

term

finds Beta Zeta

Chapter

in better

shape

than she has been for years. We have just closed a most suc
cessful winter term, and in all the different collegiate events of

part of the 5xar the Delts took a leading part. Our
finances, a matter of considerable worry several months ago,
thanks to the efforts of Bro. Kern, are now in good condition
that

figures on the credit side of the ledger some
rarely occurs in a Greek fraternity chapter.
thing
On last Friday night the twenty-second anniversary of the
founding of Beta Zeta Chapter was celebrated by a ball, given
in the Odd Fellows' Hall, our own haU being too small. The
floor space was divided into two parts, one for dancing and
the other, whicfl was carpeted for those who desired to
The large hall was rnangnifiamuse themselves in other ways.
old
in
decorated
gold and white. There were
purple,
cently
about forty alumni. It
active
the
besides
members,
present,
the
that
latter
the
of
party was the most suc
was the opinion
Butler
a
ever
function
college fraternity.
cessful
given by
the
at
stands
now
top in college affairs.
Our chapter
easily
active
an
takes
who
part in everything, be
Brother Huggins,
Athletic
of
the
Association, is pointed
the
sides being
president
the
of
athlete
college. He has been elected
to as the chief
and there

are

which

�
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year's basket ball team and we are
captain of the base ball team, on which

next

as

of his

sure

he is

now

of the strongest men. So far as is known now he will
have no opponent. Brother Long has been elected manager
one

of the football team for next year.
from the entire

The team will be selected

University, comprising

over

a

thousand stu

dents, and games will be played with some of the larger schools
of the West. Butler will have two inter-collegiate debates this
Four of the
year, one with De Pauw and one with Franklin.
six debaters are Delts, Brothers Mehring and Kern, on the

Long on the Franklin
Sophomore oratorical
contest and three others are trying for places in the cast of
the annual play. Brother Russell, who was out of college last
term on account of typhoid fever, is the new vice president of
De Pauw team and Brothers Edson and
There will be three Delts in the

team.

the Y. M. C. A.
Beta Zeta has

pledged John Gordon,

of

Marion, Ind., and

will initiate him this week.
Frank B.

I^ong.

BETA ETA� UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
In this,

our

last letter of the present

college

-

year, Beta Eta

takes great pleasure in being able to say that the past year has
been a most satisfactory one for the chapter.

chapter loses three good men this year by graduation.
J. Richardson and Thos. Geharity, from the law
department, and Brother Harry E. Sutton, from the College
of Medicine.
The loss of Brother Richardson in particular
will be very keenly felt by the chapter, his long connection with
the chapter and his earnest work and support of all matters
of fraternity interest have won for him a rlace that cannot be
The

Brothers H.

soon

filled.

THE

We

in

come

as

DELTA
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our

share of

representative

men

college. Brother Allen P. Asher, one of our new men, has
the honor of being a member of the strong men's class. Bro.
H. C. Arey, medical '02, has accepted a position as assistant
in

for the next year in the laboratory of bacteriology and path
ology. Brother Charles E. Brooks is elected to the position of
manager for the year book in the department of engineering.
On the evening of April i, the chapter gave its annual
dancing party at the West Hotel; the aair was pronounced a

by all present. The first of May found us in a
which is a great improvement over our
house,
chapter
former quarters and in which the members of Beta Eta will al

grand

success

new

ways be

glad

welcome

to

visiting

Deltas.

Percy

D.

Peabody.

BETA THETA�UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH.

University opened March 21
the medical, which begins in June.
lates is unusually large and prospects
The

year

are

in all

departments except

The number of matricu
for

a

successful scholastic

bright.

Sixteen old Deltas have returned and others
to arrive later.

A

banquet

was

the term to draw the fellows

held

soon

together

expected
opening of

are

after the

and to stimulate enthu

siasm in the younger men.
Base ball demands predominant interest in college life just
Our team has its first game yet to play, and so no cor
now.
of its merit can be formed, but we consider it up
estimate
rect

high standard of former years and hope to win at least
Brother Simpkins is cap
a majority of the games scheduled.
and
Suter also represent
Scollard
Brothers
tain and
Hogue,
10

the

Beta Theta

on

the team.

<f
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have been initiated this term

University,

until he has been in

that

the

no

student shall

University

one

The fraternities favor this rule,
opportunity of judging men before

owing to a new
join a fraternity

term, about three
it gives them a bet

months.

as

ter

asking them,

and be

it does away with the excess of "rushing" of former
years and allows men to choose a fraternity on its merits and
not by the length and vigor of the "rush" they receive.
cause

The
as

chapter

still holds its

own

in

literary

and social

athletic circles and has every reason to feel
Fraternal greetings to other chapters.

Gilman

as

well

encouraged.

J. Winthrop.

BETA IOTA� UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.

college year has almost reached its end, and most of
L^niversity students are hard at work preparing for their
final examinations. Beta Iota has six prospective degree-men
lor this commencement, and while the rest of the chapter wish
ihem every success, yet they regret that this success means,
in the case of some, a severance of active chapter relations.
The

the

Our prospects for the future are better than the most op
us at the beginning of the season would have
pre

timistic of
dicted.

Fourteen of the nineteen whose

names

now

consti

roll will

probably return, and in addition to these we
expect several of the old boys back with us next year. Then,
too, our occupancy of a chapter house next session will un
doubtedly be a strong argument in our favor in rushing new
We have already secured the chapter house, a building
men.
which, before the completion of the hospital, was the Univer
sity Infirmary. It is a handsome, commodious structure, fitted
tute

our

up with modern conveniences, and situated in one of the most
desirable parts of the campus. Besides ourselves, two other

THE
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fraternities out of the sixteen at the

University,

have

chapter

here, Zeta Psi and Delta Kappa Epsilon. It is ru
mored, however, that several other fraternities are contempla
ting entering the chapter house system in the near future.
In this letter, for the first time, it is our sad duty to write
houses

of the death of

a

member

of

Beta

Brother Bartlett

Iota.

Hamilton Clark, originally of Beta Epsilon,
March 12, and his loss has been keenly felt,

passed away on
not only by the

chapter, but by every one who was so fortunate as to be among
the number of his friends. Brother Clark was a man of strong
intellect and
him will

sterling character,

always

be

one

of

and

our

fondest

our

companionship

with

and most cherished

iremories.
Beta Iota has elected

Brother C.

G.

as

her

Cleamberlayne,

regular delegate

to

the Kornea

with Brother A. B.

Harris

as

alternate; Brother Leake was elected delegate-at-large.
With best wishes to all for a pleasant summer.

John

Littleton

Jones.

BETA KAPPA� UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO.
Beta

Kappa

is

pleased

to

introduce

William Brownell Thomas, Jr.,
This addition gives

of

school, '03.

to

the

Georgia,

us

sixteen

number in the chapter for several years.
By recommendation of the faculty, the

probably
pledging

soon

reach

an

agreement

to matriculated students.

fraternity Bro.
also of the law

men,

the

largest

fraternities will

to restrict all

rushing and

Before this announcement

made, we pledged four men, in the preparatory school.
Fraternity matters have been particularly active this spring.
On April 5th, Beta Mu Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was
was

installed. The active chapter of the University of Nebraska and
the alumni association of Denver coming to assist.
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with

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and Beta
reception and dance for the

informal

visitors.
On
Tau

4 the Colorado Gamma Lambda

May

Omega

was

Several alumni

came

spring

than for many years, and the

team's

success.

The order of the "Golden

en

actives

are

been better this

has

college

is

looking

for the

Crab," an interfraternity club, of
members, gave a dancing party

novelty of the decorations and souvenirs
enjoyable events of the winter.
In a social way, the reception and ball given by the Chapter
Pi Beta Phi was the star event. By a lavish use of pillows,
March 18.

made it
of

our

men.

from Denver to assist.

The outlook for the base ball team

which two of

Chapter of Alpha

installed, the chapter comprising fifteen

one

The

of the

colors, the bare Masonic hall was made into a
bower, and the young ladies proved themselves

flowers aand

veritable

charming hostesses.
The production of Shakespearean plays
Senior Class

at commencement

upon the lawn by the
has become a feature of class

and the work done would be

to people
Shakespeare.
presenting
laugh
This spring, "Much Ado About Nothing" will be given, and
Brothers Hatch and Nixon have prominent places in the cast.
Our annual graduation banquet will be held during com
mencement week.
Every senior must respond to a toast, or
pay a fine, and we hope to have a large gathering of alumni.
Beta Kappa sends her greeting to all Deltas and hopes for
a pleasant ending of the year, and a pleasant summer.

day,

at the

who

idea

of

a

great surprise

students

H. C.

Dodge.

BETA LAMBDA� LEHIGH UNIVERSITY.
Beta Lambda takes
ters.

This

writing finds

pleasure
us

at

the

in

greeting

same

her sister

old stand

chap
doing business-

THE

in the
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old way. We are sorry to announce the loss of
Peeples, who left college to accept a position with the

same

Brother

engineering firm of Aikin & Company,
Peeples was a loyal Delta and a hard

of

Pittsburg.

worker.

Brother

The

chapter

regrets his loss.
Brother

Taylor, '94, has accepted a position with the Naz
Company and will consequently be in close touch

areth Cement
with the

chapter.

Brother

Burrows, '04, whose initiation

was

announced in

last letter, has made quite a hit in the Lehigh Dram.atic
Association in their recent comedy, "Dandy Dick," presented

our

week ago in the South Bethlehem
enthusiastic audience.
a

Opera

House before

an

Brother Massena,

'04, has been rewarded for his conscien
by securing a place on the lacrosse team.
An inter-fraternity base ball league has been organized
among the fraternities and clubs of Lehigh, which promises to
be an interesting feature of the spring term.
tious efforts

Beta Lambda has been successful in
she has

played

so

winning

far and feels confident of her

all the games;
to land

ability

the cup.
The increasing attendance at

Lehigh has necessitated enof mechanical engineering
department
l.irged
and preparations are now being made for the erection of a new
n'echanical laboratory, which will be supplied with all tlie latest
appliances for mechanical research.
facilities in the

I.

S. Rice.

BETA MU�TUFTS.

During the mid-winter term
College Hill, with no football or
<.f student life.

affairs

run

base ball to

pretty steadily

interrupt

This winter for the first time

a

on

the flow

basket ball
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formed, and with faithful practice

was

team

a

which

Indoor sports have
leceived greater attention this winter than heretofore and much
interest was taken in the inter-class meet, held on ^larch 5th.
made

good showing

a

was

developed.

relay teams competing we had five out of the sixteen
running, besides point winners in other events.
Good work was accomplished in this indoor training and

In the
men

when the
or

them

cester

able to get on to the outdoor track most
pretty fair shape. In the dual meet with Wor

men were

were

in

Polytech,

we were

�ncluding Captain

represented

team, also represented the

collegiate

on

the team

by

Erickson. These men, with the

college

a

four men,

rest

of the

week later in the inter

games at Worcester.

On the base ball
a

fat

squad Captain
batting average with

Hazelton holds down first

an ability which makes us
proud of him as a Delt. The team as a whole is doing very
good work and a successful season is well begun.
Tennis is now at its height and more of our fellows go in
for this game than for any of the other athletic departments.
On February 19th, just before Lent, the chapter gave its
annual dance in the gymnasium.
Many alumni were back
with us and a splendid time was enjoyed by all. The bareness
of the gym was softened by the artistic arrangement of nu
merous palms, rugs and soft cushions, collected by the dili
gent efforts of our worthy committee.
In our inner life this winter, the chapter has seemed more
united and congenial than ever before. The freshmen have
worked in more rapidly, and an almost family spirit seems to
pervade the house.

b?se and

L. W. Collins.

BETA XI� TULANE UNIVERSITY.

Since the election of Dr. Alderman to its

presidential chair,
University has been little short of marvel
$50,000 library is now nearing completion, and ground

the progress of this
ous.

A

THE

has

already been
lefectory. With
doubtedly have a

DELTA
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broken for the erection of dormitories and
these latter

improvements

much

enrollment next year.

larger

At the Tulane-Texas

Tulane will

a

un

debate, which took place

on April
exciting contest. The Gulf
States Oratorical Contest is to take place here on May loth.
Brother Stearns has been elected track captain. He has
under his charge some thirty men, who are training for the
Southern intercollegiate games, which take place on our cam
pus on May 17th and i8th.
The Delta Kappa Epsilon and Alpha Tau Omega frater
nities recently entertained at dances in honor of their "sis
ters." Representatives from the other frats were present.
The prospects for Beta Xi Chapter have never been better.
With three men pledged and several others in view, we will
have the strongest chapter in college next year.
We recently enjoyed meeting Brothers McFarland, Nash,
Meyers and Scales, who came to New Orleans on the Univer
sity of Mississippi ball team to play Tulane.

24th, Tulane

won out

after

a

most

Douglas Kilpatrick, Jr.

BETA OMICRON� CORNELL UNIVERSITY.
Beta Omicron has

recently

suffered the loss of three men;

the end of the semester, through defi
one had to leave
have
others
two
gone to South Africa. All of our
ciency, and
this
five seniors graduate
June, so we shall undoubtedly have
us

as

large

a

will be felt
next year

house

party

greatly
we

aminations in

as

usual for Senior Week.

chapter's
already pledged

two or

June.

Their loss

work and routine life.

in the

have

pects of getting

at

three

three

more

during

For

and have pros
the entrance ex

men
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energies

are

bent towards

securing the

house, which will almost double it in size and
accommodations, giving room altogether for twenty men. Al
though we cannot build this spring, as we had expected to do,
addition to

we

our

have strong hopes of doing so next year, and
elaborate plans than was at first intended.

on

much

novt'

being

more

Regatta week,
looked forward to.

with its various

attractions, is

Besides the second

Varsity
occurs May

crew race

with

Pennsylvania and Columbia, which
30, there will
be the track meet with Princeton, the Musical Club's Concert,
and the

Navy Ball. This latter is a new addition to the social
University, and its results will be watched with inter

life of the
est.

The organization of the Central New York Alumni is of
�particular interest to Beta Omicron, as it will be of direct
benefit to us during the "rushing" season, and will give us a
better hold upon our alumni, which is all-important.
Our delegates to the Karnea have not yet been chosen, but
it is certain that we shall be represented by at least three or
four actives and

as manv more

alumni.
L. P. Warner.

BETA PI� NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY.

one

The members of Beta Pi feel that the past year has been
of the best of our chapter's history; we have had a good

time and

are

better

men

for

being

Delts.

We believe that each

frater should contribute his share to the

general broadening
chapter life; and during the last year our men,
without pushing themselves, have been in the fore-front of col
lege activities. We are friendly with the rival chapters and have
influence of

received like treatment in return.
Brother Elliott has been re-elected

A.

A few

days

ago he received

a

president of the Y. M. C.
asking him to take the

letter

THE

general secretaryship of
Dietz won second place

DELTA

the
on
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of Kansas.

Brother

the Cleveland contest.

Brother

University

Dickens stood third in the

preliminary contest of the Northern
Oratorical League; two points standing between him and first
place. Brother Jackson has been doing some of the Varsity
pitching. Van Petten is captain of the "scrubs." Brother
Dietz has his football "squad" out practicing the old men
will all be back in the fall. Brother West, who managed this
year's Syllabus, holds the manager's chair for the Syllabus of
Beta Pi has both editor-in-chief and manager.
the class of '03
Last week we had the honor of putting nine of the boys of
Armour Institute through the "royal bumper's" degree. The
boys took it all in the proper spirit and they are sure to make
good Delts. Beta Pi and Gamma Alpha furnished a part of
the officers at the initiation of the Armour boys under the
auspices of the Chicago Alumni Association.
�

�

Since
added to

our

our

last letter Brother Frank Churchill,

chapter

Brothers Dennis and Durham leave
of the

boys

'04, has been

roll.

will be back at 628

us

Hamlin,

this year. The rest
we intend enter

and

upon the new year with still higher ideals for our chapter.
Brother Dennis finishes his post-graduate course in the Cum-

ing

mock School of

College

Oratory

and

completes

of Liberal Arts at the

same

his

degree

time.

work in the

Brother Dennis

chapter's "main-stays" and we are sorry
by the entire students body and
We are equally sorry to
his
success.
for
have
we
high hopes
has
been
one of the most highlyhe
as
Durham
Brother
'ose
of
our chapter.
members
and
energetic
respected
We are still the loyal democratic "bunch" as of old, and are
alwavs glad to welcome our vi.siting fraters.
has been

one

to lose him.

of

our

He will be missed

W. Scott Corlis.
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RHO� STANFORD UNIVERSITY.

BETA

Since

our

last letter

we

have had the

pleasure

of

initiating

Christmas freshman. Mr. Hans Barkan was put through on
Brother Barkan is violin soloist on the
the I2th of April.

a

mandolin club and gave promise of being one of
until an injury to his foot stopped his running.

our

track men,

Healy has left college in order to accept a position
Ogilby, California. While we all rejoiced in
Brother Healv's good luck, we were all very sorry to see him
go. There is now at Ogilby a colony of four Stanford Delts.
In the recent college elections, Delta Tau Delta more than
took her share of honor. We feel the more pride in this, be
cause at Stanford, as in many other colleges, it is rather diffi
cult to elect a fraternity man. Out of six fraternity men run
ning for the more important offices. Beta Rho had two. The
Brother

in

mine

near

two Delts

were

a

elected, the other four

men

Bonnele, by a handsome majority, was
Sequoia, the college magazine, over a Chi

defeated.

Psi.

easy time with his opponents for a place
tive Committee of the Associated Students.

had

an

We have
side.
old

As

men

we

will

now

lose

eight
only

return in

men

one

in the house and

by graduation

the fall,

we

Brother

elected editor of the
Brother Slaker
on

one

the Execu

living

out

and at least three

will number about

ten men

beginning of next year.
Beta Rho wishes a pleasant vacation for all Delts and may
success crown all your "rushing" in the fall.

at

the

C. E. Holbrook.

BETA TAL'�UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

ter

In this, the last letter of the year, Beta Tau wishes her sis
chapters a pleasant vacation and a prosperous year to come.

Early

on

the

evening

of

.\pril

13

we

initiated Brothers

THE

R.

James

Farney

DELTA

and Chancellor A.

great pleasure in introducing
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Phillips, whom we take
fraternity. After the

the

to

Initiation the

chapter adjourned to the Lincoln Hotel, where
birthday banquet was held, twenty-five being pres
few days before the banquet Brother C. B. Robbins re

the annual
A

ent.

turned from

trip

an

eleyen months'

India, Manila, China and

long trip through

London, and while

the islands

Charles Weeks, who is
i

of the world.

During

his

Europe, besides Turkey, Egypt,
Japan. Bro. Robbins met a Delta

Tau in Paris and another in
a

tour

he visited the countries of

now a

on

at

Manila took

horse-back with Brother

second lieutenant of the

rmy and Superintendent of Education at that place.
The National Convention of the Delta Gamma

'akes

place

here

Alay 13th

to

regular

Sorority

i8th.

The Delta Gamma Chap
have been preparing for this

ter here is very strong and as they
convention for several years, its success is almost assured.
The annual Pan-Hellenic dance is to be held May 24. This

dance is

always informal and very largely attended.
It may be of interest to the fraternity to know that the
names of all Greek letter men in Omaha are being collected.
looking

there

organization of an inter-fraternity association, as
enough of any one fraternity to form a successful

to the

are

not

organization of its own. Between one and two hundred Greeks
iiave registered, representing almost every fraternity and com
ing from all over the United States.
J. E. Beans.

BETA PHI� OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY.
The end of the

college

year will

separate for the few hot months of

again

in the fall

by

soon

be here when

summer

only

the fraternal bond which is

we

will

to be united

ever

dear to

us.

old Mu man, who is
We have in this city Dr. Dimmick,
of
this
in
the
members
chapter and who
taking great interest
an
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from time to time graces our hall. He is one of the kind of
graduates who gives us an insight into the benefits of frater
life after

nity

and if there

leaving college,

were more

members

of his kind, fraternity life would not be misrepresented as often
as it is at present.
Dr. Dimmick is pastor of Wesley Chapel
and is often listened to with
this

pleasure by

different members of

chapter.
On March 8th

teries of the
H. Birnie,

we

Fraternity.

initiated three members into the mys
F. R. Guilford, '04, Wauseon, 0.; J.

'04, Mariette, O.,

poleon, O.,

the chosen

were

and C. D.
men.

All

Shoemaker, '04, of Na
taking a very active

are

interest in the

men.

initiation

.^botit the ban

chapter and will prove valuable
banquet was served in the ball,

a

quet table
the active

.A-fter the

Dr. Dimmick and many of our alumni and all
Toasts were responded to by the initiates

were

chapter.

and several of the other members.
Base ball at O. S. U. is

there is

promise

of

a

Wooster and West

will be

as

active than usual this year and

We have met

only two colleges,
they were ours by scores of
some talk of forming a fraternity league
we will be in it and
hope that our suc

Virginia,

27-6 and 7-3. There is
m college.
If started
cess

more

fine team.

great in this

and

as

in other lines.

In the indoor

athletics. Brother Van Tine has been making himself known

by

his

On
with

good work.
April i8th,

an

the

chapter

and everyone

enjoyed

Roy Hanning,

of

himself the

same

and class dances

On
ter

entertained at the U. C. T. Hall

About twenty couples were present
the evening to the fullest extent. Bro.

informal dance.

May 7th,

Dennison, O., ex-'o3, was present and proved
loyal Delt as of old. At the different sorority
we have always been well
represented.
Brother

in honor of his

iraternity style

and

Harry Scarlett entertained the chap
birthday. Everything was done in
everyone had a grand time.
21st

Several of the fraternities here

chapter

houses next fall.

Gamma have

already

Sigma

are

Chi

talking of going into
and Kappa Kappa

taken steps in this line.

THE

DELTA

At the close of this year

we

will

lose four

graduation. Brothers Raymond Dill, E. E.,
E., George Seney, Jr., LL. B., and Harry
Brother Scarlett expects to
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members

Crable, C.
L. Scarlett, B. A.

the law school

enter

by

Arthur

next year.

Forrest L. Keiser.

BETA CHI� BROWN UNIVERSITY.

The

opening

of the

spring

term

finds Brown alive with

sum

attractions and activities, and Beta Chi in her usual pros
perous condition.
mer

Our base ball team, which last year

was

accorded second

among the American colleges, opened the season under
T-ery bright auspices. Brown has always been accustomed to
win the series from all of the "Big Four." This year, however,

place

although winning
to

Princeton

all of

our

minor games thus far, we have lost
twice, defeat in each instance be

and Yale

once

ing due to the poor playing of our
nevertheless, it is hoped that the

own

team.

men

will

From

play

now

on,

the kind of

ball that

won universal praise last year.
We have just inaugu
series of class games, which are showing up some good
Varsity material for next year. We are ably represented on

rated

a

the diamond

by

Brothers Bartlett, Tatem and Heltzen.

The prospects of Brown's winning the New England In
tercollegiate Athletic Games this year have been very much

aampened by

the serious sickness of

who established

a

Captain

record for the half-mile

"Dave"

run

at

Hall,],

Paris last

college depended to win fifteen
hoped, however, that he will pull through in time
points.
to victory.
lead
his
team
to
The Van Wickle Memorial Gates, presented by one of
Brown's most loyal and enthusiastic alumni, are fast nearing
completion and will he ready for dedication before commencesummer,

and

It is

on

whom the
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The gates are of heavy marble and brick, which sup
swings of bronze and iron. They stand at the top of

ment.

port the

College Hill,

an

imposing

structure to

the entrance of

our

front

campus.

All is hasty preparation among Beta Chi men to uphold the
honor of Delta Tau Delta at commencement, when all chap
ters of different fraternities at Brown give their annual recep
tions and

"spreads."

for us, and

'ng

We have

energetic

an

committee work-

don't propose to be second in this social

we

race.

The recent elections

the

honorary scientific society, Sig
eight men elected, three
were Deltas and Beta Chi is
proud to mention their names.
They are Brothers Gilbert, Crawley and ^Miller.
Brother .Austin was recently elected to a position on the
editorial staff of the Bumonian, our college monthly.
Brother
has
been
chosen
as
Beta
Chi's
'02,
Gaylord,
delegate to the
ma

to

Xi, occurred recently.

Delta Karnea this
who has attended
with

us

once

Of the

Brother Fred Drowne, ex-'o2,
during the past year, is

summer.
a

more.

medical school
Beta Chi has

enjoyed

a

visit this

spring

irom Brother W. S. Parks, an alumnus of Beta ^lu. We should
like the privilege of entertaining many more Delts, and we

hope that
giving us

no
a

brother will pass

through

Providence without

call.

Like all our sister chapters. Beta Chi is very anxious to
hear of any good men who intend coming to Brown next
year,
and who would make good Deltas. To this end, we earnestly

request the

of

our

may be.

of

a

Brown

co-operation of all
Anyone who knows
fall would confer

brothers, wherever they

good

man

who will

enter

great favor on Beta Chi by
sending the name of such a one, some time during the sum
mer, to Brother Arthur S. Gaylord, South Hadley Falls, Mass.
next

With best wishes

f^elts,

we

close this,

to
our

a

all sister
last

chapters and to
chapter letter of the
John

all individual
vear.

Packer

Gray.

THE
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BETA PSI�WABASH COLLEGE.
Since

our

Greek world

last letter many changes have taken
at Wabash and the number of our

has been reduced from six to
Psi has

Kappa
chapter,

this

at

one

for Beta Psi and

in the

place

fraternities

five; for the local chapter of Phi

last surrendered its charter. The
of the oldest and

best, opened

new

passing

of

prospects

immediately began to take advantage of
them. The hall vacated by Phi Kappa Psi, and one of the best
;ii the city, was leased and at once
preparations were com
menced to entirely redecorate and refurnish it.
This work
occupied several weeks, but at the end of our spring vacation
the hall was aeain ready for occupancy, and, with its new fur
nishings, is now considered the most elegant of all the fraternity
halls. We are indeed proud of it and hope that we may have
many opportunities to share it with some of our brothers from
neighboring chapters.
Our opening dance on April 19th was our most important
we

and successful social function of the year.
alumni and several members of the
were

faculty,

All of

our

with their

local

wives,

present during the evening.

April 26th, Mrs. W. P. Kane handsomely entertained
chapter and its friends at the president's new home on
College Hill. This function was given in honor of her son,
Arthur, who is a pledged member of our chapter.
Beta Psi has lately enjoyed visits from two of her old men.
Brother Crockett, '98, of South Bend, was with us several days,
On

the

and Brother Custer, '00, of Columbus, for a shorter time.
A local fraternity has lately been organized at Wabash and
Its object is to secure a charter
as Pi Psi Epsilon.
if it will ever be accompHshed.
doubtiul
but
it
is
of
Nu,
Sigma
The fact that Phi Kappa Psi, old and strong as she was, could
not exist is in itself sufficient evidence that six fraternities are
is known

too many

for

just entering

a

college

the size of Wabash, and

the field will find it almost

any desirable material.

a new

impossible

fraternity
to

secure
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the
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warm

spring days

all interest is

upon the ball diamond and Wabash now has one of
the best teams she has ever had. This yeai' Beta Psi has only

centreing
one

man on

short stop.
Now that

the team. Brother
we

have taken up

Montgomery,
our

who is

quarters in

playing

our new

hall

entering upon a new era in our chapter's history, we
are making every effort to bring our chapter up to the ideal.
We have latelv been devoting ourselves to a thorough study of
the constitutional government of the Fraternity, and during the
past year have held our meetings in strict accordance with all
and

are

rules.

Our bv-laws have been revised and amended and the

records of

historian have been

greatly enlarged and im
proved.
increasing enthusiasm and
things
which
is
growing spirit
present, promising to keep Beta Psi
�n the foremost rank of all
phases of college life at Wabash.
our

All these

attest the

Philip Hughes.

BETA 0-MEGA�UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

California is

just at the close of the college year and the
brought much to be proud of.
The Intercollegiate Field Day with Stanford on
April 20th
resulted as usual in a victory for the Blue and Gold. The
score was
eighty-five to thirty-two. Six records were broken,
all but one by California men.
Among them was the hammer
throw. Flaw throwing 171 ft. 10 in. and breaking the world's
last few weeks have

lecord.

On the

same

collegiate debate
tory by winning

date

we won

the tennis tournament and inter
We also scored another vic

from Stanford.

the base ball series from the same
opponent.
Brother William Hunter, '01, did much to assist in the
capacity
of captain of the California team.

THE

On
brate it
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May 9th we have "class day" and the chapter will cele
by keeping open house. The week following will be

taken up with preparations for commencement. These are
more elaborate than usual,
owing to the visit of President Mcwho
will
deliver
the
commencement address.
Kinley,
The chapter has to thank Brother Clarence
for a

Carrigan
enjoyable dinner, given at the Palace Hotel in San Fran
cisco, on April 8th. It was a case of "all is fair weather when
good fellows get together."
most

Since the last letter
of

we

have had the misfortune

to

lose

two

numbers. Brother Merritt Rector, '02, by the death of,
and Brother Boothe, '04, by the continued illness of their moth
our

We

ers.

hope

to have them both with

We have been for
year, both

We have
The

as

now

chapter

regards

some
new

pledged
begin the

two

will

time
men
men

again next year.
making preparations for next
us

and for

our

material welfare.

with others well

next term

with

at

on

the way.

least eleven

ac

tives and most excellent prospects.
In order to better carry on the business affairs of the

chap
recently incorporated under the direction of resi
dent alumni. Already the corporation has completed arrange
ments for a better and larger chapter house.
Thee house is
easily the equal if not superior to any fraternity lodge at Cali
ter

we

have

fornia.

Our address next year will be

corner

of Durant

avenue

and Bouditch street.

We

recently enjoyed

short visits from Brother

Dabney,

'95, and Brother Burger Beta Kappa, '96.
Springer, '02, will represent Beta Omega at the
coming Karnea and we look for him to bring us many good
points gained from his visit.
Rumor has it that Alpha Delta Phi and Psi Upsilon are
Beta Theta,
Brother

soon

to

replace

two

local societies

recently formed here.
Herbert A. West.
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GAMMA ALPHA� UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.
The

opening

twelve actives

of the
the

on

found the

spring quarter

chapter

roll of Gamma

names

of

One has

Alpha.

been added since, and it is with pleasure that I present to the
fraternity at large Brother Homer Earle Watkins, '04, of
Our

Princeton, Illinois.
a

way

as

membership

is

now

divided in such

prospects for a strong chapter next year
We have four freshmen, six sophomores, two

to make the

very bright.
juniors and one senior, so that we will lose but one man by
graduation before next fall.
With the approach of iNIay ist. Gamma Alpha began to ex
hibit symptoms of the annual migratory fever so common in
Chicago at this season. The question of moving was discussed
pro and con; but the conclusion of the whole matter was that
f. move at
present would not be for the better. Accordingly

the latch
er

to

string will hang

out at 5731 Monroe avenue for anoth
We trust that all who can do so will take occasion

year.
the

pull

and

string

see

what

happens.

The Western Division Conference, which has been
described

elsewhere,

was

a source

of great

pleasure

and

fully
help

fulness to all who

were fortunate enough to be present.
Such
gathering every year of earnest, enthusiastic Deltas cannot
help but strengthen every chapter in the Western Division.
The "smoker" given by Gamma Alpha to the conference
delegates was a time of good fellowsihp and enjoyment all
?

around.

Friday, April 26th, was
sembly of Gamma Alpha.
Hotel, and

was a success

other fraternities

were

of Delta Tau.
The

fraternity
new

It

was

given

in every way.

present,

as

well

Among the latter was
U^niversity of Chicago will

ized Pan-Hellenic

the

the occasion of the first Annual As

Chicago

as a

Beach

men

from

number of alumni

Brother Malvern.
soon

have

a

Association, whose object is

interests and
order of

at the

A number of

fully
to

organ

promote

friendship. It is proposed that, under
things, the individual fraternity dances be
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abolished.

Instead, all the fraternities together will give a fixed
number of dances each year.
The annual series of inter-fraternity base ball games is now
in progress. The chapter
winning the championship will re
ceive an appropriate banner.
June

i8th is Founder's

Day. At this time will be laid the
buildings. One of these, Hitchcock
dormitory and the finest building of its
The other building is the long-awaited

stones of two new

corner

Hall, is

to

kind

the campus.

on

be

a

men's

gymnasium.
Albert L. Jones.

GAMMA DELTA�WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY.
Gamma Delta closed
fashion.

On the last

the

winter

meeting night

Herbert Cromwell Peck,

'04,

term

in true

fraternity

occurred the initiation of

and Rector Romeo

both of whom will make for themselves

a

Hughes, '04,
place high up in col

lege life, and both ideal Deltas. After the initiation ceremonies,
splendid banquet was served. Dr. Smith, of the School of
Rhetoric and Elocution, acting as toastmaster. Among the
responses, that of Brother Joseph Moreland, founder of Gam
ma Chapter, was especially impressive.
The spring quarter has not developed the great amount of
rushing anticipated, although some pretty active work has
a

been done.
is

The number of students who

came

smaller than for many spring terms previous.
The Dramatic Club of this University is fully

expects
We

to arrange
are

a

in this term

organized

and

tour of the State.

planning a

commencement

reception

for the .'Alumni

of Delta Tau Delta who reside in our State. The number is
not large, but we are anxious to keep the spirit of the frater
ever warm within the breasts of our brethren, and to make

nity

chapter is their chapter, as
they belonged when undergraduates.

them feel that the local
one

to which

well

as

the
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Fraternity will certainly not be lacking in
chapters are as energetic as the one at this
institution. They recently initiated Colonel R. E. Fast and
Toseph M. AIcDermott, the former a lawyer and professor at
the University, and the latter a well-to-do business man of the
town, but not a graduate of any school or college.
Base ball has taken this University by storm. We have
probably the best team ever put on the field at this place, and
almost every student is trying to play the game. Every board
The

Sigma

Chi

numbers if all its

ing house or "fort" has a team, and the athletic field is the
of a continual game from noon till evening. Our team
has been unfortunate in two or three games already played,
scene

but that is

largely due to the lack of practice occa
by
repairing being done to the grounds.
We are now bending every effort to make arrangementsfor the erection of a chapter house on the University campus
during the coming summer. Perhaps it will be as well not to
make

a

no

doubt

the

sioned

further statement, but with the enthusiasm and deter

mination

already manifested by the chapter, and with the
hearty co-operation and assistance of the local Delta alumni,

we

think the effort will result in

a

home for Deltas

at the

West

\'irginia University. The house as contemplated and being
arranged for will cost $6000, and will be owned by a corpora
tion composed of alumni and members of the Fratemity.
The University has recently
completed its observatory.
The site is an excellent one, and will soon be enlarged by the
purchase of real estate in that vicinity. Other new buildings
are progressing rapidly, and it will not be many months till all
the departments wdll be greatly enlarged.
Frank P. Corbin.

WISCONSIN ALUMNI CHAPTER.
The Wisconsin Alumni
at

Chapter

present making arrangements

to

is

a

very busv crowd

entertain the

just
thirty-sixth:
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Karnea.

The work is progressing merrily, and the
energy and
industry displayed certainly merit the attendance here next
August of every Delt in the land. Whatever the next Karnea
may not be, it certainly will make a record as a "good time"
Karnea, unless all present signs fail.

We lament very much the loss of our good
He has refoved to New York

uel P. Connor.
holds

brother, Sam

city,

where he

position of much responsibility with one of the most
prominent firms of architects there. Our loss, however, will be
the gain of the New York chapter, for Brother Connor will
not wait for the New York Delts to discover
him, but he will
a

discover them
A number of

members have achieved

prominence within
McCabe, of Milwaukee,
was elected a member of the Wisconsin
Legislature, and alr
hough his party is in a hopeless minority in that body, he has.
our

the last six months. Brother Maurice

made his presence felt, and several times distinguished him
self in debate. He rendered his State a lasting service by se

curing the passage of a law making special verdicts in per
injury cases a matter of discretion with the presiding
ludge.
Brother A. T. Rogers, of Madison, has been appoined ex
ecutive clerk in the office of Governor La Follette, a position
of great importance and much influence. It is a fine tribute to
Brother Rogers that while the present "reform" administra
tion, and all the appointments thereunder have been subject to
very severe criticism, Brother Rogers has the esteem and
good-will of all elements, and is universally endorsed. Bro.
E. J. Henninr has just been appointed assistant United States
District Attorney for the Eastern District of Wisconsin, and
will assume the duties thereof very soon. All our boys are
forging ahead in their respective fields, and we have as yet no
lailure to report. This is a tribute not only to the high char
sonal

of the material that gets within the fold of Delta Tau
Delta, but also goes to show that the fraternity makes success

acter

ful

men

out

of the material at hand.
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urge upon every Delt the
August. Every Delt

again

importance of his presence here

next

should realize that the Karnea cannot be
without him.
of

We

are

anxious to

see

you

a

complete

here,

you, and you must not fail
this is directed at you, not the other fellows.

pleasure

entertaining

E.

success

we crave
us.

the
All

J. Henning.

-SAN FRANCISCO ALUMNI CHAPTER.
The Alumni

Chapter concluded the activities of the current
banquet on the 27th of April. Both of the under
graduate chapters, Beta Rho and Beta Omega, were repreyear with

a

tented.

Though the numerical strength of our chapter at present
large, its steady growth is assured by annual accessions

is not
Irom

Stanford and the

Inasmuch

good fellowship
of the

University

of California.

exist for the double purpose of
promoting
among ourselves and reinforcing the energies

as we

neighboring chapters, it affords us great satisfaction to
a
healthy condition of things in Beta Omega and Beta
Rho. Beta Omega has been
steadily advancing for the past
three years, and is now
strongly intrenched in the great and
growing State University. Beta Rho has made a successful up
hill fight during the
past year, is alive with old-time enthusiasm,
aud will line up in
September with the strongest front she
has presented since
1898; only one man will be lost by gradua
��

"Dort

tion.

Hugh

H.

Brown, Secretary.
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CENTRAL NEW YORK DELTS.
In response to

House, Utica,
selves

as

York.
was

est

a

call, there assembled

The

in the
no

petition

Butterfield

April

meeting

was so

enthusiastic and

voted to hold two

ihat at

at the

13, several Delts who organized them
the Delta Tau Delta Association of Central New
on

movement

enjoyable

that it

meetings year hereafter and the inter
seems sufficient to warrant the prophesy
a

distant date the arch

for another alumni

chapter
chapter.

will have to consider

a

There were present: Edward B. Nelson, of Rome, Kappa
Prime, '66; J. I. Van Doren, of Phoenix, Kappa, '74; M. H.
Ranney, of Mohawk, Upsilon, '85; Robert R. Reed, of Am
sterdam, Gamma, '89; George H. Torney, Jr., of Utica, Beta
Iota, '93; Herbert E. Benton, of Little Falls, Beta Mu, '94;
John C. Ranney, of Mohawk, Upsilon, '97; Warren S. Parks,
of Utica, Beta Mu, '97; Frank S. Baker, of Rome, Beta Omi
cron, '00; Livingston M. Whitwell, of Syracuse, Beta Omicron,
'00; George P. Fellows, of Fort Plain, Beta Omicron, '01. In
addition to the above, there are other Delts in the vicinity

co-operation has been assured. This list includes R.
Starkweather, of Jordansville, Kaooa Prime, '65;- John Sanlord, of Amsterdam, Kappa Prime, '67; John H. Shaper, of
Herkimer, Delta, '88; John K. Doan, Mu, '92; F. E. Clark, of
Geneva, Epsilon, 'yj; H. D. Gibbs, of Buffalo, Beta Omicron,
'94; L. L. Merriam, of Lyon Falls, Rho, '00; H. Noyes Greene,
of Troy, Sigma, '93; Alfred S. Hamilton, of Albany, Beta Nu,
"96; L. de Camp, of Fulton Chain, Rho, 'oo; H. D. Jonett,
of Utica, Beta Nu, '00; H. B. Plumb, of Utica, Beta Omicron,

whose
G

'oi.
The officers of the association

are:

Brother

Baker, presi

dent; Brother Nelson, vice president; Brother Parks, secre
tary and treasurer; Brothers Baker, Nelson, Parks, M. H.
Rannev and Reed, Executive Committee.
W. S. Parks,
Beta Mu, '97.
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EPSILON.
'60

W. J. Moore has opened a music studio in the
princi
pal office building at Port Huron, Michigan, and is meeting
with success as a teacher of
piano and voice.
'72 (Hon.) Dr. Samuel Dickie has been appointed acting
president of Albion College. Dr. John P. Ashley has been
granted leave of absence owing to ill-health and is now at Hot
�

�

Springs, Arkansas.
'78� Rev. W. A. Hunsberger

has

accepted

a

call from the

Methodist Church of Camden, New
Jersey. This citv has a
population of 76,000 and the church has a building worth
$125,000, besides a fine parsonage. Albion Recorder.
�

'79�W. D.
ers

Fariey

is

president

of the

and Embalmeis' Association.

Ex-'8s

Captain A.
Philippines.

�

vice in the

'91� Rev
Lovejoy,''9i,

Owen R.

have

Michigan

D. Niskern has been

Lovejoy, '91;

delightful

home

Mrs.

Undertak

assigned

to

ser

Jennie Campbell

Ninth avenue. North
Mt. Vernon, New York. Rev. Mr.
Lovejoy is pastor of the
First Congregational Church of Mt. \'ernon.� Albion
Recor
der.
a

at 24

'93� Rev. George F. Sheldon is now pastor
Hastings, Michigan.
"94 R- C. Ford last year received his Ph.

terian Church at

of the

Presby

�

D. from Zena
and has returned to this
country to accept the professorship of
German language and literature in the Northern
Normal School.

He

Michigan

formeriy

held

a

similar chair in Albion

College.
Ex-'95� E. Floyd Hoagliu, of Albion, Michigan, was mar
ried recently to Miss
.\gnes Gordon, of Howell. Michigan.
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'95 Charles McPherson, formerly of Grand Rapids, has
iieen appointed assistant counsel for a railroad company and
has removed to Detroit, Michigan.
'95 L. M. Potter, Eastern representative of the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co., resides at 1064 Jackson ave.. New York
city.
Ex-'97 George P. McCallum was re-elected to the present
Michigan I egislature and is chairman of the House Judiciary
�

�

�

Committee.

Ex-'97 F. J. Edmunds, M. D., has sold his practice at
Farmington, Michigan, and is now engaged in the drug busi
�

ness

in Cleveland, Ohio.

Ex-'oi^F. T.

Coppens, formerly

with D. M.

Ferry & Co.,

seed merchants, of- etroit, Michigan, has formed a partner
ship with his brother under the firm name of F. T. & C. G.
ness

business,

at

in the farm

implement, carriage
Grand Lodge, Michigan.

Coppens, engaged

and har

IOTA.

'78

Rev. U. G. B. Pierce has

�

Unitarian

Church in Ithaca

Washington.

to

resigned
accept

his pastorate of the
of another in

that

D. C.

KAPPA PRIME.

'65

�

R. G. Starkweather, farmer and

politician,

of

Jordans

ville.

'66

�

Edward B. Nelson,

superintendent

of the institution

for the deaf and dumb at Rome.

%y

�

John Sanford, ex-Congressman

Amsterdam,

are

and manufacturer, of

all active in the Central New York .Associa

tion.

MU.
'86
une.

�

J. A. Arnold is exchange editor

on

the

Chicago

Trib
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�

John

K. Doan has

secretary of the Y. M. C. A.

position

a

position

position
to

general

as

accept

a

similar

Mr. Doan has declined to

consider offers from associations of
to take

his

Utica, N. Y.,

N. Y.

Cooperstown,

at

resigned
at

larger cities, preferring
an opportunity for

where he would have

study.
XI.

'85

�

W. A. Lee is

attorney in Salt Lake City, Utah,

an

in

is

mining litigation.
largely
Long is connected with the Mesa County
Bank at Grand Junction, Col.
'85^E. E. Kelly is one of the leading physicians of San
Francisco, his office being in the heart of the city on Market

whose

'78

practice

Horace De

�

street.

'91 -H. H. Hartman is in the real estate business in Los
Angeles.
'79 George Stidger is practicing law in Denver, Col.
'85 W. T. Thompson, attorney, is still located at Central
City, Neb.
'89 O. A. Kennedy sells real estate and mining stocks at
Ogden, Utah.
'83 J. F. Conrad, now an attorney in Des Moines, is pros
pering. He recently wrote to a brother Delt the cheering in
�

�

�

�

�

formation that he
a

boy
'85
'72

and

J.

�

A. F.

was

married and had "all kinds of children

F. Samson is

a

W. H.

banker in Indianola, Iowa.
H. Honold, '73, merchant;

Berry, lawyer; C.
Jewett, '71, farmer, and C.

�

charter members of Xi.

lege

�-

girl."

a

are

K

located at

Kennedy, '72, editor,

all

Indianola, Iowa, the col

home of old Xi.

The writer of these few notes, regarding the old boys of Xi,
would be glad to see in'some subsequent issue of The Rainbow

mformation

(four

of

as to the whereabouts of
Ashley, Johnson, Smith
him), O'Neal, Henderson, Fisk, Collins and other old

stalwarts.

Ouien Sabe?

f
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PI.
'82

George

�

H. Lee is

one

of Galveston, Texas.
'88 John C. Bryson is
�

of the

most

prominent physicians

a

successful

lawyer

a

prominent

merchant of

of

Vicksburg,

Miss.

'90

Joseph

�

L.

Moyse

is

Summit,

Miss.

'90

John

�

C. Faut is

principal

of the

city

schools of Meri-

�iian. Miss.
BETA GAMMA.

'94

�

H. K. Butterfield, the

new

United States District At

torney, has announced that E. J. Henning, of this
i eceive the
appointment of assistant. E. J. Henning

city,
was

will

born

Iron

Ridge, Dodge county, and was Congressman Sauerhering's private secretary at Washington from 1893 to 1897.
He graduated from the Columbia law school in 1897 and is
now a member of the law firm of Van Wyck, Groth &
Henning.
He was a supoorter of J. V. Quarles for Senator and of But
terfield for District Attorney, and now gets his reward. Mr.
Henning has been active in Republican politics for some years
and is well known throughout the State.
Milwaukee Journal.
'99 Henrv K. Clark is in the advertising department of
the Chicago Record-Herald. He has charge of the summer
at

�

�

resorts.

BETA ETA.

'85 Otis L. Colburn, who for a number of years has been
Washington correspondent for the Chicago Daily News,
has been recalled to the home city and is at present assistant
city editor. Later in the year he is to go to London on a spe
�

the

cial mission for the paper.
�96 Alfred D. Mayo is in the
�

Chicago Record-Herald.

advertising department

of the
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'93� Dr. George
ncian

H.

Torney, Jr.,

is the first assistant

phy-

Hospital, Utica, N. Y.

the State

at

BETA NU.

'00
on

D.

Henry

�

Jonett

is the assistant

the N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R at West

supervisor
Albany.

of tracks

BETA OMICRON.

'97
'97

M. H.

�

�

IS now

C. M.

at

'00

�

A. E.

Ingersoll
Chapman

has gone to the Klondike.
has returned from New Mexico, and

Edison's Laboratorv,

Orange, N. J.
practicing law in partnership
780-781 Powers building, Rochester, N.

G. P. McKenzie is

Empey

at

with
Y.

BETA PI.

'96
'98

R. C. Brown visited Beta Pi last week.

�

John
missionary.
'98 Fred
�

AL

Springer

has

recently

sailed for Africa

as a

A. Brener, principal of High School, Tampico,
111., visited Beta Pi Sunday, Alay 5.
�

'00

�

regular
'00

John

L. Windsor has returned

attendant at

�

A.

J.

our

to

Evanston and is

chapter meetings.
our chapter Alonday, May

Folsom visited

a

13.

BETA RHO.

'94
ter,
Iowa.

�

was

Arthur Cook Trumbo, one of the founders of the chap
married last April to Miss Bess Patterson, at Carroll,

During

prominent

his

undergraduate days

students at Stanford.

After

he

was one

of the most

graduation he entered
Northwestern Law School, taking his degree there in '96. Since
then he has been practicing in Chicago.

THE

95

�

W. W. Potter

�Oakland, Cal., who

DELTA

was

married in

while at Stanford.
'99 H. W. Durrell hos
�

^Id mine

near

April to Miss Hume, of
Kappa Alpha Theta

member of

a

was
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charge

of the

cyanide plant

of

a

Cal.

Hedges,

BETA TAU.

'95

�

Tribune,

Horace G. Whittmore has started
at

Nebraska

paper, the

a

Daily

Nebr.

City,
Manley has

been elected vice president of the
'97 Robert
of
Nebraska
Club
of Chicago.
University
Frank
is
who
'98
Riley,
operating several linotype ma
chines in Kansas City, visited the chapter on May 6.
�

�

'02

�

Charles Weeks is

now

second lieutenant of the

regular

Manila and has been

appointed Superintendent of Edu
cation of one of the provinces.
'03 C. B. Robbins returned the first of April from an ex

army at

�

tended tour around the world.

BETA PI.

'98

�

G. A.

School of

Ferguson, a teacher in the Shortridge High
Indianapolis, is managing their base ball team this

season.

'00

�

C. E. Custer has

resigned

Post and has resumed his work
Ex- '03

�

A. R. Van

at

his work

on

the Cincinnati

Columbus.

Nuys, of Thornton, Ind.,
University.

is

pursuing

his studies at Indiana State

BETA OMEGA.

Brother Earle Swan is employed as English teacher
Imperial Schools of Tokio, Japan.
Brother Ralph Curtiss is in Sumatra with a party of
'01
astronomers to see an eclipse visible there.

'99

�

in the

�
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accepted a position with the
English. He will leave
San Francisco for the Philippines about June 1st.
'oo Joseph C. Ewing, who is attending the Northwestern
University Law School, has recently been initiated into the
"hapter of Delta Chi Fraternity, which is located in that insti
'oo

Frank R. White has

�

L'nited States Government

as

teacher of

�

tution.
'oo

Edward A.

�

Western Electric

Sibley
Company

a

position

with the

George

Horton

used in

has
in

accepted
Chicago.

DELTA.

'78
writing

�

The material

which

Air.

"Like .Another Helen," which was reviewed in the April
number of The Bookman, was gathered during the years the
author spent in Greece as American Consul to Athens under
President Cleveland's second administration.
During this
a very careful study of the Greek language and
Air. Horton was born in Fairville, Wayne county, N.

time he made

people.
Y., in 1859. While he was a small boy his parents emigrated
to Alichigan, where the future writer was educated.
He is a
of
the
of
where
he
won
University
graduate
Alichigan,
high
honors for his work in the classics. After being graduated he
taught school for a time and then turned his hand to news
paper work in Chicago. Since his return from his consulship
in -Athens he has devoted himself entirely to literary work.
�

The Bookman for
'88

wife, has
doctor is

'88

�

May.
John H. Shapes, of Herkimer, N. C, with
recently returned from a trip to South Africa.

Dr.

�

a

Boer

sympathizer

since he has been

Professor Armin O. Leuschner

was

on

one

his
The

the inside.
of the

two

delegates who represented the L^niversity of California at the
meeting of the Associated Colleges of America, held in Chi
cago, Feb'-uary 27, Alarch 2.

NECROLOGY.
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The death of Air. Clark, which occurred at the
infirmary
7.40 P. AL, Tuesday, came as a great shock to this commu
nity. His prolonged sickness had more than disturbed his
friends, but while his condition was considered serious his death
at

\vas

expected.

not

Bartlett Hamilton Clark

was born at
Chauncey, Georgia,
September 19, 1876. He obtained his preparatory education
at Emory College, from which institution he received the degree

of A. B.

This
'

Air. Clark's second year at the University of Virfaculty and students generally he was con

was

Bv the law

inia.

sidered

of the best

one

in the class.

men

and understood

his

He had

a

clear mind

subjects his examination pa
thoroughly
best. His natural aptitude for
the
were
invariably among
pers
the law, together with a capacity for hard work put him in the
And his

fiont rank.

certainty.
By those
esteemed.

who knew him

He

assertive, yet

degree

was

ever

this year

was

personally,

regarded by

Air. Clark

was

all

as a

greatly

his friends, quiet and un
when called upon, to give the benefit

reserved

ready,

�

even

to

experience to all who needed it. His whole manner of
In his death the University
was an example to his fellows.

of his
life

loses

a

brilliant student and the law class one of its ornaments.
were taken for interment to his home in East
by his brother, Dr. J. B. Clark. The members

His remains
man,

Georgia,
fraternity,

a delegation from the faculty, and the law
accompanied them to the Southern Railway station.
College Topics, University Virginia.

of his
class

�
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recently published
reported cost of $15,000.

Zeta Psi has
pages at

a

a

catalogue

of

thousand

one

It is said that Phi Gamma Delta will charter
called Alpha Gamma Beta.

society

a

at

Syracuse
A

Brown

chapter of
University.

The

chapter

sisted of two

men

Theta Xu

ot

publication

a

Chi at

Sigma

Buffalo,

June 2d and

3d,

fifty-third

hold its

Sigma Alpha Epsilon reports
lege, Connecticut, as defunct.
With

a

and

The next

will be held at
The

the

annual convention

fifty-third

Ekklesia at

inclusive.
her

chapter

at

Trinity

total of

own

con

1901.

Niagara Falls, September 4th-7th,

six- that

has

Sigma Alpha Epsilon authorized

Gamma Delta will

Phi

Hampden-Sidney

manual.

Theta Delta Chi will hold its
in

has been estabHshed at

this year.

The late convention of

of

Epsilon

thirty-eight chapters Phi Kappa
twenty-one that rent chapter houses.

Col

Psi has

convention, or "Grand Chapter," of Sigma Chi
Iroquois Hotel, Buffalo, June 23d-25th.

Key of Kappa Kappa Gamma is authority for the state
placed a chapter at Stanford University.

ment that Delta Phi has

The Cornell

correspondent

of Beta Theta Pi is

for the statement that most of the

pledge by

proxy and

chapters

of that

authority
fraternity

delegation.

Phi Pi Beta, a local society at the University of Wisconsin,
petitioning Alpha Delta Phi with what the petitioners con
sider bright hopes of securing a charter.

is
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'All the fraternities have

good halls with the single excep
which has neither hall nor house.
None of the fraternities have
chapter houses." Phi Gamma

tion of Delta Tau

Delta,

�

Delta

Correspondert,

Wabash.

On December 15th
Cornell.
in

point

Sigma Chi dedicated the new house at
It is said to rank well with the other
chapter houses
of outward appearance and interior

fittings.

Alpha

Tau

Omega has revived her chapter at Washington
a
suspension of eighteen years. The chapter

and Jefferson after

starts with twelve men, and is

eighth

on

the list of the

college's

chapters.
Kappa Sigma has placed chapters in both the Universities
Georgia and Alinnesota, and has entered the University of
New Hampshire, with a chapter of twenty-seven men
by char
tering the local organization of Q. T. V.
of

The recent convention of Phi Delta

ville, Ky.

,

raised the dues to the

resolution

Theta,

held in Louis

general fraternity, adopted

requiring official jewelers to make badges
form shape, and granted a charter to the University
ington, while refusing several other petitions.

of

a

a

uni

of Wash

Sphinx Head, the senior honorary fraternity at Cornell
election to which is based upon scholastic, athletic or social
prominence, after ten years' existence as a secret society has be
come entirely non-secret.
This is to involve no change in its
' '

purpose

mater,

' '

to create and maintain

and

' '

a

closer and

bers of the senior class.
The

a
stronger feeling for our alma
stronger friendship among the mem

' '

legal proceedings brought in behalf of a chapter of
college society at Kappa Kappa Gamma against
the Alassachusetts member of the Supreme Council of the
society, to restrain her from taking part in proceedings to with
draw the charter of the chapter, have resulted in a decision
adverse to the petitioners, and the chapter has since waived any
claim to an appeal.
the woman's
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generally chosen as the basis
is longest, and general cul
fraternity
ture rather than technical knowledge is distinctly the object in
Some of our strongest men here are from the profes
view.
sional schools, but I think most University Chapters find it
difficult to keep up the proper closeness of union between men
whose ideas and ideals are so distinctly unlike.
Especially do
we find here that difficulty with some of the different depart
ments of the University so scattered over the city that they
hardly come in touch with each other at all. Kappa Sigma
Correspondent, Vanderbilt University.
The Academic

of

work.

Department
In it the

is

course

�
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The Afarch issue of The Shield of Phi

considerable space to

Kappa

Psi devotes

report of the fraternity secretaries, and

a

thirty-two pages to chapter rolls and statistical tables.
striking feature of this issue is twenty-two half-tones
occupied- by chapters of that fraternity.
Of all the

that

sorority magazines

A rather

of houses

to

our
exchange
Key of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
It is remarkably free from the hysterical
school-girl
tone that is noticealile in some of its sister
publications, and in
the discussion of general fraternity questions and
exchange
chppings, the editor shows ability and fraternity knowledge of
no low order.
The April number has as a leading feature short
histories of the active chapters in addition to the
regular

table

none seems

to

us so

creditable

as

come

The

departments.
Dead

infinitely
two

chapters

time the

not; that
it

These

a

not

a

whole host of

living-dead ones
ghastly presence. The deadest, and, at the same
deadliest of chapters, are those that have members and live'
require constant prodding, lest they lapse into total apathy;

never

can

credit to any fraternity, but it is
really dead ones, than to have
to be forever worrying the fraternity into

certainly

three

or

night-mares

that

are

better to have
with their

move, unless

started,
"

be most
the

are

justly said,
chapters from

a

nor

living

stop, unless checked; and, of which
trouble is

which the

worse

fraternity

than

a

dead one."

should not

scruple

to

withdraw charters, after all available methods of resuscitation have been
If it be a case of suspended animation, there is still hope for the
tried.
chapter; but, if the condition be found chronic, the charge of "general
deadness"

ought

to

justify

the withdrawal of the charCer.

�

The Trident

of Delta Delta Delta.

We have taken occasion frequently to speak of the importance of
on the part of chapters to the routine business of the fra

close attention

ternity,

a

matter which has

come

to be

regarded with

care

by

the

major-
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must
ity of chapter officials. The business relations, however, which
it is
whom
with
and
those
the
between
about
come
chapter
necessarily
brought in contact are equally important, although we are led to believe
that in certain instances not the same attention is given to these matters.
Xfpthing will bring embarrassment quicker than the habit of lax business
methods on the part of chapter officials in connection with tliose with
whom they have dealings. Financial integrity is of as much import
ance in chapter life as it is to the individual, and unless this point is
looked to with care it is sure to bring in its wake a lack of confidence
and interest on the part of alumni, which carries with it disgrace and
ruin. Embarrassment along these lines is always the result of careless
Sometimes it is bred into its members by the very spirit mani
ness.
It should be the duty of every member
fested in the chapter dealings.
to see that the obligations of the chapter are carried out, and to consider
them in the light of personal respon.<ibilities as long as he shall remain
an active member.
Editorial, Sigma Chi Quarterly.
�

In our opin
prjictically been an un
written law for so many years, and by legislative enactment or amend
ment forever prohibit honorary elections, and once for all dispense with the
possibilities which seem a perennial aud persistent attraction to so many.
AVe are continually beset with applications, some of them pressed with a
pertinacity that is simply audacious, by men known and unknown, by
men famous and infamous, by men with and without merit, for honorary
election.
We have thus far maintained a firm position on this subject,
but possibilities still remain.
D. K. E. Quarterly.

Another word

ion,

the

fraternity

on

the election of

should

finally

honorary

members.

settle what has

�

Of late the editor of the Delta

Kappa Epsilon (Quarterly

has

devoted considerable .space to protests against the election of
honorary members. Until we saw the above editorial we must
confess

we were

opposition.
D. K. E.'s

tom;
been

it

in the dark

We

hardly

erring

as

to the

cause

of this strenuous

believed it could be for the benefit of

sisters who still

cling

to this

anti(iuated

cus

appears that the door knocker of D. K. E. has
out by persistent applicants for honorary member

now

worn

and that two

applications have been lately granted. We
thorough sympathy with the sentiments of the editor.
AVe could never understand what a fraternity really
gained by
this practice, or what could make this questionable honor of
ship,
are

in

THE
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are
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glad

that Delta Tau Delta

of the first to discountenance and

was

prohibit honoraiy
practice, Hke the initiation of preparatory stu
a
chrj-salis stage in a fraternity's development, and the
abandonment of the same is a sign of growth and progress.

one

This

bership.
dents, is

There has been
hensible

mem

brought

of conduct

to the attention of the editor

on

the

part of

a

chapter

of

a

most repre

fraternity that
meets Kappa Sigma in many institutions of the country.
The chapter
referred to had sought to secure a pledge to join them from a particularly
course

a

desirable Freshman and had used every effort to induce him to become
one of them.
Failing sufficiently to impress him with the desirability of

fraternitj' memliership, they finally succeeded in getting from him a
pledge that he would join no other fraternity. Fortunately the young
man finally realized that he had been drawn into a pledge that would
mar the years of his college life, and he so forcibly demanded to be re
Cadiiceus
leased from it that the chapter in question reluctantly did so.
of Kappa Sigma.
�

We think

ity

we are

able to

name

If

referred to in this editorial.

in view there

public

if

are

our own

other counts

chapter

the
we

against

college

and the fratern

have the
it that

we

same

chapter

should make

at that institution had been

a

victim.

year ago a member of this chapter did some rather re
markable missionary work in a prominent preparatory school that

About

a

persuaded many of the desira
ble students of this school to wear his fraternity's pledge but
ton, assuring them that it meant nothing, and would give them
When the men so beguiled
the liberty of the chapter house.
this
came to enter college they found
chapter claiming them as
is

a

large feeder

of the

college.

He

pledged members. Threats and many underhand methods
were employed to coerce the freshman, and in several cases the
One chapter thus
most flagrant of lies were told of rivals.
to
evidence
sinned against has documentary
press home the
has
not
been involved
Delta
Tau
Though Delta
charge.
to
us
that
the offendmg
of
in the matter, it is a matter
regret
chapter has not been publicly exposed.
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pledge .should be a serious thing with a freshman, but
treachery and false representations have been employed
securing the pledge a freshman should not allow a false sense
honor to wreck his entire college course.
A

when
in

of

AA'hile the fraternity chapter is neither a reformatory or
kindergarten, there is much sound sense in the editorial we re
produce from the columns of the Delta I'psilon (Quarterly. The
personal infiuence of the older men in a chapter upon the fresh
men is b}' no means overrated, and the reason this influence
should be exerted on the side of the right and of manliness is
not to be found in any abstract ethical

teaching,

but in the emi

realm of

expediency. The freshman is the
chapter has. He is the prophecy of what
the chapter's future will be, and his training in proper direc
tions is a part of the regular work of the older heads that are
It naturally follows that no
directing the chapter's policy.
can
be
worthy training
accompHshed unless his guides them
selves exemplify what they would teach :
nently practical

most valuable asset

We cannot
the

a

emphasize

too

greatly

the influence of the older

men

in

Few seniors and juniors realize how im
upon the younger.
factor their example is in the shaping of the life and conduct

chapter

portant

a

even
of the sophomores in the chapters. The
have it in their power to lead the young men (oftentimes un
consciously) into light and trivial methods of thought and action, and
thus into making their college education superficial and well-nigh worth

of the

older

freshman and

men

leading them out into the larger, deeper, richer and more
experiences whicli Mill lay the foundations of character in the
The younger men will readily be taught by
years to come.
observation,
if not by actual suggestion, to cheat and to lie, to become lazy, and even
dissolute, or they can be strengthened and uplifted, broadened and
enniibled; and this is the responsibility that re^ts willy, nilly, on each of
the older members of the chapter. Any member of a chapter who shows
growing signs of a downward tendency should be dealt with tactfully,
but firmly, and if necessary, severely, be he old or young in the
chap
One of the things we need in our fraternity policy is
ter.
good, sharp,
keen discipline, both in the fraternity and in the chapter.
less,

or

fruitful

in
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It

is, therefore, easily seen that the old fraternity man� the man
nearing the end of his college course has a stern responsibility.
Indeed, the strength of a chapter is very largely judged by the standing
of its senior class members.
Far more important to the fraternity, how
ever, is the fact that the acts and example of these men, with their
added years of contact with the world, help very much to form the
character of the younger brothers. The experience of these seniors in
fraternity affairs, their relation to the college in general, and the position
tacitly conceded them by their associates usually gives them leadership
in the chapter.
But just as the child is the father to the man, so the freshman of
to-day are the seniors four short years hence, and th-^ir conduct of, and
infiuence upon, the chapter then will depend very largely upon how
they are guided aud treated by the seniors of the present.
who is

�

No

fraternity magazine that we have seen so well meets our
a
publication should be in general appear
ance and typography as the Caduceus
of Kappa Sigma. From
its columns we reproduce two extracts that furnish good food
idea of what such

for reflection

:

While not

diminution in the number of

chapters, of
proud, nevertheless, I feel that it is the
general opinion of the fraternity that those chapters which cannot come
up to the standard of being a power in the college life- not for social
purposes, but for good studentship, for the maintenance of manliness and
fairness, and, last of all but by no means least, for the up-building of
the honor and power of the fraternity -should be cut loose. This ques
tion, I understand, lies with the Supreme Executive Committee, and,
conse(iuently, we can trust that it will be considered. What is to be de
sired in a fraternity the same as in a body is the uniform strength of its
yarious members. An over-developed back and under-developed chest
may win a few boat races but is sure to end in consumption and untimely
which

we are

advocating

in

a

certain

a

sense

death.

Are

In the very nature of things
men found ready-made?
How many fellows we all know who at the time of
initiation seemed to measure up to all the requirements

fraternity

they

cannot be.

their

fraternity
ideal brother, and

of

an

ing only

a

perfunctory

who go

through their whole college

interest in the affairs of their

course

tak

chapter, doing what
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of them, living up to the letter of fraternity law in every
failing utterly to ente;- into the true spirit of fraternity, and

requested

way, but

finally passing into the outer world on commencement day
heard of again in the sacred circle of brothers?

never

to be

The truth then comes to us that we must not occupy ourselves wholly
with the idea of what kind of a man we are to take into the fraternity;
that we must bestow much of our thought on what to do for the brother
after we have taken him in.
man as with the quarried marble, there is yet the shaping
rounding work; the rough places must be smoothed and the surface
polishetl. Those brothers whom we have referred to as seeming to pos
sess at once the all-important qualifications for a membership in our
brotherhood, and whom we have found falling so far short of our expec
tations, are often the best of raw material, but the infiuence which
should have shaped them has been lacking. They have missed the
sweet communion of kindred spirits; the broadening ideals ot fraternal
fellowship have never been realized by them because, and only because,
there has been a neglect, a woeful neglect, to attach to them the common
chord of love which must be woven aro, nd every fraternity chapter.
Cadu
These are the ships that pass in the night of the fraternity world.
ceus of Kappa Sigma.

'Tis with

and

�

college fosters fraternit}' spirit better and more successfully
larger institution. Relatively the fraternity is of more import
It looms up larger among the
ance in a small than in a large institution.
From a fiaternity standpoint, therefore, our chap
student activities.
ters should be placed in small rather than in large institutions, and yet
such is the perversity of fate and the inability of the average man to
know what is good for him that petitions from small colleges receive
scant attention and commonly invite unfavorable action as compared
with the reception given to similar applications from larger institutions.
The small

than

�

a

The Beta Theta Pi.

We do not know what

would make to this
mind

an

excellent

reply
arraignment

one

the

chapters

of Beta Theta Pi

of Editor Baird' s ; but to our
is not far to seek.
It is in many in

stances true that the smaller

college has the more desirable type
fraternity life. Still Cornell and Stanford would be rather
awkward stumbling blocks for Editor Baird' s assertion.
The
fraternities in our smaller colleges are generally of long estab
lishment, and are fully able to consume all the fratemity
of

THE

material the
sniallcr

college

colleges

the last five
newcomer?

can
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In the

case

of many of the
twenty-five in

the attendance has not increased

ten years.
What field do they then offer the
The field is already crowded and the well estab

or

lished

chapters have a bitter struggle to obtain their (juota of
They have their prestige and alumni back of them,
A new
and are often fed by the second and third generation.
chapter has an almost herculean task to gain a foothold at such
The hard struggle and freijuent deaths at such places
a college.
as Lehigh, Washington and Lee and
Kenyon bear witness of
new men.

this truth.

larger college, and especially the
institution, is rapidly growing in wealth and attendance.
It not only offers a new fraternity plenty of good material, but
gives a guarantee of further growth and ability to attract stu
The fraternities
dents who will make good fraternity men.
alreadv estabHshed have not had time to firmly entrench them
selves behind age and prestige, so the chances are much greater
for a vigorous new chapter to work its way to the front in a
On the other hand the

State

comparatively

short time.
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